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You must know what Powers you 
have, and which you use, and when, 
for a h a p p y and h e a l t h y l i fe . 

P O W E R S OF T H E SOUL shows 
you that "Man is the only creature 
consciously exercising Power over 
himself or others!' It reveals how to 
apply these Powers practically, prof
itably and pleasurably. This stirring 
book points out how every reader 
can effectively and successfully use 
his Powers to achieve the greatest 
results in business, home and social 
activities; how to correct and clear 
his thinking; how to attain enduring 
peace of mind, and grace of living. 

P O W E R S OF T H E SOUL has 
been prepared out of the broad and 
s y m p a t h e t i c e x p e r i e n c e of t h e 
writer to help you "take dominion" 
over yourself and the world. This 
inspiring book will give you a wider 
and deep.er understanding of your
self and others. You will discover 
many new and unthought-of ways 
to reach the glories and goals you 
seek. 
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INTRODUCTORY 

References to the Powers of man are to be found in the oldest 
known documents dealing with human practices and beliefs. 
It seems clear that long before records of any sort were made, 
men had observed that Power not only was exercised upon 
them but also by them. The gods would use their Power 
mercifully, perhaps; but men also had Power to disturb and to 
give pleasure. Not for long ages, however, did men begin to 
think that they might effect a union between two kinds of 
power—that they might induce the gods to be kind and they 
themselves become surcharged with Power to achieve their own 
purposes. Then began the age-long search for the right 
approach, the right method, the right result. 

At one time, the desired ends were sought by means of 
sacrifice. At another, the placing and interrelations of the stars 
were said to hold the secret. And much later, the idea of One 
Holy and Perfect Spirit Whose Righteousness might be appro
priated and Whose Power could be exercised through right 
conduct and right prayer began to appear and to so catch the 
Imagination and Faith of man that today we declare ourselves 
obedient only to the Holy One of High Heaven. 

Nevertheless, the ancient habits of thinking still influence us, 
and it is not surprising to find today that the notion of a 
mysterious Twelve appears over and over again in our Scrip
tures, in our calendar, in our dozen, as well as in the basic 
measures upon which we conduct business. Probably the idea 
was taken over by the Israelites from the Babylonians during 
the captivity, for the early prophets were untouched by it, nor 
does it become outstanding until the Hexateuch was completed 
somewhere around 400 B.C. This accounts for the Twelve 
Tribes of Israel as well as the great number of other twelves 
which dot the Old Testament. Doubtless the Twelve signs of 
the Zodiac had been impressed upon the captives' minds during 
their bitter years: but it is beyond question that the Twelve 
had been permanently injected into the Biblical story and even 
found its way into the New Testament, notably in connection 
with the Twelve Disciples of Christ. 



It is a long stride forward, however, from the days of fear
some and threatening gods to the notion of a Twelve within the 
individual—a Twelve wholly without determination, subject to 
man's commands and entirely willing to be used for his benefit. 
The following pages are an attempt to connect such an interior 
group of Powers with man's ability to produce or make man
ifest his ideas. Those readers who wish to take a quite abstract 
view of such Powers, will find that each soul ability concerned 
with bringing forth an ideal, a vision, or any other result of 
thought is studied with but little attention to a religious point 
of view. Those who wish to definitely connect these Powers 
with the Disciples of Jesus will find that point of view covered 
in the appendix headed "The Twelve Disciples." But the 
conviction of the writer that the word "God" is the best known 
word to suggest to the reader a conception of vast Creative 
Spirit constantly at work within Its own Creation crops 
through from time to time, even at the risk of unsettling the 
wholly intellectual thinker. Once the meaning of the word 
"God" as here used is made clear, there should be no difficulty 
in anyone's thought. 

"Power" here means the implanted ability of the human 
creature to exercise himself in ways that produce results. Our 
psychologists have given great care to registering and analyzing 
our reactions. They have listed our energies as the results of 
a need for food, for sex, or for sneezing. May it not be an 
indication of a rising spiritual temperature that some at least 
of us have become interested in studying and wisely directing 
the Powers of our souls in preference to giving undivided 
attention to our outward activities? May it not be counted to 
us for righteousness that we are endeavoring to look within 
ourselves for Powers to use with "Wisdom rather than to seek 
outside, in the heavens above or in the earth beneath, for 
extraneous virtue with which to influence our living? 

As the word "God" signifies to this writer the entire creative 
activity supporting all the universe; and the word "Power" sig
nifies the capacity to produce effects on every level of mani
festation; so the word "Christ" signifies that marked tendency 
in all Nature which leads to increase, to support, to evolution 
into finer and more complex forms, and in man, drives him to 
self-improvement, to aspiration, to the life of the Spirit. "The 
Christ" is the impulse toward The Good, The Beautiful, and 
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The True, at the same time that the Name, sacred to millions 
of worshippers, the Name "Jesus Christ", stands for the incar
nated Son of God. 

Some one has said that an idea is a being with ability to take 
form unto itself and to grow. It is in such a sense that it is 
here used. When first an idea stirs the mind it is generally 
pretty vague, perhaps nothing more than an impulse. Occa
sionally an idea sticks in the more fecund regions of the mind 
and does take form to itself and get itself delivered as a poem, 
a great musical composition or an ephemeral popular song, an 
invention or a religious movement. Since all birth in this our 
world follows the law of its own particular nature and func
tion, so ideas must be subject to a gestation and birth process; 
and it is herein suggested that attention given to such processes 
will produce noticeably helpful results to the investigator. 
It is hoped that the following pages will be provocative of such 
interest in the matter as will lead to an expansion of the general 
scheme of thought, to a way of thinking greatly needed in a 
world now teeming with ideas demanding expression. 

Aristotle taught that the soul is a unit having various 
activities or faculties. Philo believed that it is not the mind 
which acts, but its Powers, which he conceived to be inde
pendent spiritual essences in which the mind has an appointed 
share. Curiously enough, it is our scientists rather than our 
psychologists who direct our attention to that inescapable 
Spirit or Mind which produces and maintains all Creation. 
If soul is truly a spiritual substance holding within itself the 
faculty of thought, then we would do well to consider its 
Powers in preference to devoting ourselves to physical condi
tions and the reactions produced by our fears or other emotions. 

It is realized that some of the Powers as hinted at in the 
following pages may present difficulties to one unfamiliar with 
current metaphysics. But it is hoped that the difficulties will be 
overlooked in favor of any helpful suggestions that may be 
found. For it is by using what we have that we advance. And 
among those who have the patience to read and ponder these 
pages, the writer sincerely hopes there will be found those of 
greater ability and more profound learning to carry forward 
the work of organization in human thinking about God, about 
ourselves, and about our neighbors. 

vn 



Chapter I 

F A I T H 

Faith, in Divine Mind, is an idea of direction. 

The acceptance of ideals which are theoretically un-
demonstrable, yet necessarily entailed by the indubitable 
reality of freedom. Dictionary of Philosophy 

Faith is vision plus valor. Harry Emerson Fosdick, 
The Meaning of Faith 

Faith is confidence in the universe that enables one to 
go forward in the dark. C. G. Jung 

—the habitual center of his personal energies. 
William James 

All of the references above suggest movement, ac
tivity, whereas the meaning of faith impressed upon 
most of us when we were young was quite different. 
Those who "had faith" in their families, themselves, 
their world, their churches and other teachers, were 
expected to quietly accept whatever they were told, 
to never doubt the wisdom or efficiency of their lead
ers, to rely wholly upon the printed word in the Bible, 
and to act generally as "little lambs." Faith was a state 
of mind, a habit of thought—not a stirring and driving 
impulse from within. Faith came to the obedient, the 
unthinking, the easily led; but the word was not ap
plied to those who embarked upon great enterprises, 
nor even to those who undertook to change their lives 
by leaving native countries, marrying into strange 



"tribes," or going west in the California Gold Rush. 
For faith was held to have meaning only in relation to 
what one "believed in"—a church, a government, but, 
most of all, God. 

We shall try to think of faith as a tremendous power 
in man, as a fountain of energy which fills and stirs all 
his being when he releases it into its rightful freedom, 
becomes the "center of his personal energies" in his 
daily living, and an unconquerable force when applied 
with a whole heart. 

In order to refurnish one's living quarters, one has 
to be willing to part with the old: in order to raise a 
crop of new ideas, one must be willing to root out the 
plantings of former years to make room for the new, 
the different, the more useful, more valuable harvest of 
the future. As previously noted, one of the fixed no
tions about faith is that it is properly concerned with 
creeds, dogmas, authorities, and that perfect faith will 
render inquiry, investigation, experiment, unnecessary 
or impossible. The highest point of this attitude was 
reached by those who associated faith only with God, 
apparently thinking that the faithful were those who 
accepted all the statements made to them by their ap
pointed leaders, and never gave such matters a private 
thought of their own. 

For faith, to those of such ways of thinking, was a 
state of unquestioning, blind acquiescence, involving no 
reason, no explanations, no individual trial because 
such trial would inevitably lead to error. The world's 
scientists contributed greatly to the freedom of man 
from such slavery by demanding investigation of every 
physical object, every thought, pushing even into the 
realm of religion and stirring up questions, releasing 

prisoners of habit, and leading the way into broad 
paths of thinking for all men. 

Even today the average church member if asked 
whether he "has faith," would reply emphatically "Of 
course. I go to church every Sunday, don't I?" If 
asked further what effect his church attendance has on 
his family life or in his business, he would reply, "Oh, 
I try to be decent." He does not, however, note that 
his faith in his family drives him to support it, and 
that his faith in his business keeps him continually at 
it in his endeavor to make it "successful." If we are 
trying to clear our minds of useless notions in order to 
fill these same minds with movement based on keen 
desire which will lead to definite action, the usual re
plies are not enough. They indicate only a half
hearted acceptance of well known conventions: they 
do not indicate thought, not even a sense of remote 
power, nor do they prompt immediate action. 

Many persons in the past as well as today have been 
unable to quiet all their inquiries into the workings 
of their own minds and hearts, and have sought "a 
faith" which appealed to their reason. Like Paul, they 
were willing to pray with the heart, but they wanted 
to "pray with the understanding also." The unshak
able faith of their friends in accepted conventions ar
oused admiration, but they were unable to build up 
such faith in themselves, and felt themselves to be 
somehow at fault. Childish questions about God and 
life had been turned aside; adults who asked no ques
tions about such topics were stupid and tiresome: was 
there no way by which reason could be reconciled to 
conviction of a Higher Power than one could discern 
with the eye alone? "Was blind faith the rightful state 
of mind in intelligent men? 



To cut bread, one secures the loaf and a knife. To 
cut life, one discovers an objective, and applies energy. 
Faith is the instrument given to man by which he can 
direct his efforts to desired ends. It has nothing to do 
with the choice. Like any other instrument, it will 
do its work where it is applied; if not applied, there 
will be no work. Faith as one of man's spiritual powers 
is his ability to carve the substance of life into such 
shapes as he may choose—consciously or uncon
sciously. If we were less governed by the unconscious 
activities within us, we would be wiser in the exercise 
of this instrument, this-power. But, leaving the results 
we achieve out of the question for the present, let us 
try to think of faith only as a power with which we get 
things done. We are not talking about faith in God, 
nor faith in the righteousness of war, or jealousy, or 
human triangles—we are endeavoring only to think 
of faith as something the use of which produces results. 

As an instrument, it is self-sharpening; it grows with 
use. Once one begins to be aware of a power of faith in 
himself, he connects all his acts with the use of that 
power; and becoming conscious of his thoughts in rela
tion to any one enterprise—even the whole enterprise 
of living—he knows that if he were wholly without 
faith in life, he would do nothing about it—would 
quietly starve to death, and disappear from an uninter
ested world. 

Man's instincts are protective, his intuitions help
ful: his powers are almost unknown to him. He seeks 
food, shelter, companionship just because he is human. 
He listens with amazement to those "Intimations of 
Immortality" that have prompted great souls to high 
thought and great effort. It would be helpful for the 

future if he would now begin to contemplate certain 
powers within himself that he is constantly using, but is 
quite ignorant about. He has the power of speech, 
and uses it, sometimes to become a great orator, a great 
writer. He has the power of sight, and uses it to ob
serve microscopic life. He has the power of locomo
tion, and gets himself everywhere on the face of the 
earth and into great heights in the air. But he also has 
certain inner powers to which his attention has not 
been called; and using them without awareness he is 
only partly alive. When he is thoroughly awake to the 
energies he can control within himself, he becomes a 
new creature, alive, achieving. 

Desire is a word that may provoke discussion, for it 
has its friends and it has its enemies. As used in these 
pages, it will refer to those stirrings in the minds and 
hearts of men that lead to action—any sort of stirring, 
any sort of action, for we are not trying to set stand
ards nor make discriminations for or against any 
human movement. We are endeavoring only to sug
gest that man is moved by his desires, and hopes to ful
fill them. Everyone is supposed to "know what he 
wants," and to be taking intelligent steps to get it. But 
by what power does he move? Broadly speaking, he 
is, of course, moved by life itself. Individually he is 
moved by his faith in his idea, in his desire. For faith 
is a power which moves, produces action, engenders 
effects. 

One of the striking characteristics of man is his abil
ity to know, recognize and express his desires in con
scious acts. This peculiar trait appears to have had great 
influence in the unfolding of human mind power, and 
is undoubtedly at the bottom of the vast variety of 



interests and activities in the world at present. We 
crave described environments, specified articles, known 
states of consciousness, and we move toward making 
our desire evident to all the world. Effort in pursuit 
of our ideal is delightful: we feel powerful and success
ful when our endeavors appear to be conquering dif
ficulties. We expect satisfaction and are more than 
willing "to work for it"; but we understand clearly 
that activity will be involved. No longer do we con
fuse hope with faith. Hope is an unstable state of 
mind, while faith is stabilized on its object. Faith is 
not only a conviction that the unseen can become 
visible: it is also a definite movement toward rendering 
the idea tangible. 

Current and popular metaphysics emphasizes the 
teaching that all things begin as ideas in the Mind of 
God. It is a statement that will bear investigation, al
though the present writer does not assume to know 
just what goes on in the Mind of God, using that term 
only to indicate a Source from which all that is must 
somehow flow. Any observing person looking at the 
procession of the seasons, the parade of the planets, 
the history of this world and of man will find it easy 
to concede that whatever it is that moves these vast 
bodies and enterprises goes calmly on Its way, undis
turbed by planetary upheavals or personal reverses. 
It is a fact that man has progressed from mere animal 
to subduing the animal in him; his relationships have 
improved in many ways, his individual life has been 
raised from the level of the hovel to the level of mod
ern convenience. The Source, the Spring from which 
these movements have flowed appears to have a plan 
and to be able to get that plan into manifestation. 
There is, in creation, an apparent purpose. 

Studying the immensity of power, the extent of the 
plan as best we may with our limited knowledge and 
outlook, we can still see that the Creator controls 
direction, and arrives at His chosen goals. In Him, we 
call it Divine Purpose. In man, we call it faith. In God, 
the power of Faith is His Power to choose and to 
attain an objective. In man, we find the same power; 
but used for purposes which have not always advanced 
his interests. 

In God is fulfillment of righteousness. In man with
out knowledge is fulfillment of unanalyzed desire, false 
ideals, unrecognized impulses. This, however, need not 
continue. Once we understand that whatever impulses 
we have can come only from the Source of all ideas, 
and free ourselves from the notion that we have been 
"conceived in sin and born in iniquity" without any 
hope of lively connection with God—once we connect 
ourselves clearly in our thought with the Creator of 
all life, the Giver of all Good, we begin to understand 
the meaning and value of faith as a power already given 
to us for use; and we become eager to direct our faith 
to the achievement of permanent good rather than to 
immediate and ill-considered satisfaction. Faith as a 
power, a gift direct from God, of ability to do, becomes 
vivid, alive, and energetic in our meditations on life 
and our goal: we gather our faith together to concen
trate it upon a carefully chosen objective. We no 
longer let our power of faith dissipate itself in a thou
sand useless directions, but, recognizing it as the power 
to direct, to manage, to control our ways, we seek the 
High Way—that realm of the Spirit in which the spirit 
of man moves freely and graciously because it is at 
home. 

Faith, in the mind of man, is the power to direct 
his life. 



Chapter II 

S T R E N G T H 

Strength, in Divine Mind, is an idea of endurance. 

Endurance is the repetition of the pattern in successive 
events. A. N. Whitehead 

God is my strength and power: He makes my way 
perfect. II Samuel 23:33 

He conquers who endures. Italian Proverb from 
Mencken's Dictionary of Quotations 

The word "endurance" is so closely associated with 
the idea of suffering in the popular mind, that one takes 
a great chance when using it in a different sense. In 
considering Strength as a power in the mind and soul 
of man, one must take such a chance, for current ideas 
of Strength serve no purpose but the cultivation of 
muscle, the building of forts, the exercise of physical 
power on other creatures. Side by side with this no
tion, there runs, however, a great respect for the 
strength of the Great Pyramid which has "endured" 
for so many centuries. Men speak of the strength of 
bridges, meaning the probable endurance of the struc
ture; and we speak of strength of character wholly 
without reference to the physical prowess of the 
individual involved, who may easily be a helpless 
invalid. 

Unless a student continues in the course he has set 
for himself, if he wanders aimlessly around among 
other subjects and classes, he will not achieve his end. 
Unless the purpose to change the life, to develop un

familiar powers continues to stir activity, there will be 
no change, no upsurge of unusual ability. We shall 
endeavor to think of Strength as a man's power to 
continue, to "endure" in his way, as we are sure God 
"endures," continues upon the course set for Himself 
by Himself. 

Strength to push or to pull is of no especial interest 
to those who are seeking inner might and power to 
pursue their way. Strength of the Spirit has no con
cern with muscular development, nor with material 
objects whose position must be changed. In either 
field, power applied becomes energy; energy applied is 
force; but we are dealing here with man's spiritual 
power, not with the physical energy he directs nor the 
force he applies. It is possible to free the mind from 
either the fear of or the desire for force by considering 
Strength as a power constantly flowing into and 
through man because he is related to the Infinite Spirit 
and is like that Spirit in his spiritual nature. Strength 
then becomes a useful instrument already given to 
man—an instrument which he must study and use 
with wisdom. It is a fact that Strength flows to the 
individual in accordance with the Faith he starts out 
to express. If his Faith is wholeheartedly directed 
toward the achievement of an entirely good objective, 
Strength will support that Faith with unfailing vigor 
and constancy. If the objective chosen is less than good 
or righteous, Strength will vary and the goal shift. 
Men of tremendous endurance, like Socrates, Buddha, 
Jesus, have clung to their ideas under great stress, and 
all of them have left enduring, messages behind them. 

Fighting energy is not indicative of permanent 
Strength. The power to endure, to continue does not 



depend at all upon eagerness to throw oneself into a 
battle; it does depend upon ability to achieve victory 
through maintained effort. It is one thing to take a 
fort; it is another to hold it. 

Nor does material wealth offer conclusive proof 
that a nation or a person is "strong." Economists 
formerly dwelt upon that idea; but of late interest in 
the uses of wealth, the persons affected by taxation, 
the channels of distribution of national riches, has risen 
like a flood to point out to man that his national 
Strength depends less upon his possession of things 
than upon the uses he has for things at hand. 

A maintained attitude of mind, sustained energy in 
pursuit of an ideal, an army's ability to take and to 
hold the territory fought for, the evenly sustained and 
distributed things or material wealth of a nation— 
these are indicative of the kind of Strength the human 
being actually craves in himself if he is at all balanced 
in his thinking about life. If he is living more on the 
physical level than on the mental, he will surely know 
his Strength as his Power to push and pull, to "knock 
out" and to "lay low." When he has started to climb 
the hill of mental development, he seeks to win a 
place at the head of the class and to keep that place. 
He is eager to be an influence in his community, and 
to retain that relation to it. If he is a warrior, he 
knows that, the fort once subdued, he must keep 
former enemies in subjection to the winning side. 
And, if he is a great economist grappling with national 
problems, he understands that his country can be truly 
strong only if it finds ways and means to maintain its 
people in outer riches and inner peace. 
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Sustained Power or Strength of such steadfastness 
as is suggested above can only develop when the start
ing point, the Faith, is right. If the Faith is split up, 
is allowed to scatter about in a wide area of possibili
ties, Strength will flow into a scattered mind, and the 
results will be scattered and inconclusive. This means 
that the man who decides to be a musician because he 
is sure he has talent for that profession or just because 
he loves the great music of the world, must cling to 
his ideal even if he has to wash dishes part of the time 
on his road. If he lets his mind run around on the 
chances of riches in gold mining, or in Wall Street, 
in the medical world, or in psychiatry, and takes time 
to apply himself to these studies in the hope that the 
current interest will prove to be the bonanza, he will 
end up with a smattering of many things and a train
ing in none. If he looks into these other matters, 
knowing that they will help him to attain his end, and 
devotes his best energies to the cultivation of the real 
desire of his heart, he will find that his Faith in his 
talent, his Faith in himself, his Faith in human ability 
to achieve, will be strong, steady and forceful, and 
life will begin to bend itself to the accomplishment 
of his purpose. 

The world has not seen a great people consciously 
determined to improve the lot of all of its members, 
although there are stories of the Incas regulating the 
lives of those who served them. When a government 
arises with a deep desire to offer varied and unlimited 
opportunities to all its people, and holds to the Faith 
that these things can be done, the world will witness a 
marvellous spectacle—a people permanently rich, free 
to move about as they will, and living in health, in 
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peace, continuous activity, and great joy. Before such 
a state can be reached, individual thought must be 
corrected to a clear understanding that Strength fol
lows in the paths wrought out by Faith, and Faith is 
most wisely held in God. 

Thinking of Strength as sustained, unvarying Power 
to continue, we also realize that there must be vigor 
and intensity or the force will be unstable. If the 
Strength of a great bridge varied from time to time, 
the bridge would fall. Whenever such a disaster does 
occur there is amazement among engineers; it is a 
devastating experience for those who made a mistake 
in the planning and building. As quite ordinary per
sons, we do not realize that our little lives, our small 
experiences come under the same laws that govern 
great lives; and that if we fall down on our road there 
has been a miscalculation just as there was in a col
lapsed bridge. Engineers know the laws of such struc
tures: we are endeavoring to learn some things, at 
least, about the laws of our own living. To be "strong 
in the Lord and the Power of his might," one will set 
his life toward God, direct his Faith to the achievement 
of awareness of God in all his ways; and he will find 
his Strength flowing in the same channel, supporting 
and deepening his Faith. Such vigor and intensity of 
Strength will sustain his thinking and his conduct; he 
will be aware that he is moving in his chosen path. 

It is well known that an army is no stronger than 
its system of supplies. An idea is no stronger than the 
support it derives from other, related ideas. A man is 
no stronger than the stream of ideas, words, and acts 
that express and uphold him; therefore the man who 
desires to be upheld by life will seek the continuing 
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and right desires, will associate himself with continu
ing and right ideas, and will seek to speak and act in 
accordance with what he considers "the best" ideals 
of mankind. The saint searches for the great example; 
the lawyer for the wisdom of the great jurists; the 
business man for the successful practices of well-known 
industrialists; and the wise student of life seeks the 
deep teachings of Jesus Christ where he will discover 
that "all things needful" are provided for mankind 
and flow in his direction at all times. 

Individually, men are capable of great persistence, 
great endurance. The power of Strength is bestowed 
upon the creature just as the power of sight is part 
of his natural equipment. As with the eye, which can 
be cultivated to a point of delicacy of perception 
quite unknown to most men, so the power of Strength 
can be developed to meeting tests most of us never 
contemplate at all. How often do we hear persons 
saying, "I don't see how I lived through it!"; or, "That 
was a severe test of my strength of character!" Some
how we know that we have and should have available 
for every difficulty, a power of endurance, of Strength, 
that would enable us to conquer, to persist, and con
tinue intensely active in our endeavors to meet life, 
to win the race, to do with ourselves what we would 
like to do. We are capable of pressing forward on a 
course, but, with Faith frittered about on a variety 
of clashing interests, we cannot really expect to be 
very strong! 

In the Mind of God, Strength is an idea of enduring 
power, which to us means the continuous and sus
tained energies with which Creation is projected and 
maintained. The more astronomers discover about 
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the continuity and regularity of the stars in their 
courses, the more do they convince mankind that the 
Creative Power is steadfast in Its purpose, in Its ac
tivity, in Its steady pursuit of Its own ends. We are 
now able to conceive of limitless space saturated with 
unbroken movement; we may even be able to imagine 
what would happen if this activity were suspended for 
the fraction of a second. The conception of illimita
ble, unceasing movement throughout Creation may be 
difficult to develop in one's thought; but once ac
quired, it brings with it a sense of stability, of an un
breakable law which becomes a source of awe, wor
ship, and complete dependence; and of Power to endure 
throughout eternity. 

Whatever criticism one may have to offer about the 
evolution of this world and its highest type of life, 
man, one must nevertheless admit that one could not, 
as oneself, have done as well even if all knowledge of 
history and the sciences of man were combined in one 
intellect. As nearly as one can understand the shadowy 
blue prints of The Plan we are permitted occasionally 
to glimpse, it is working itself out according to the 
law of its own nature and is achieving its own pur
poses in its own good time. Even a slight knowledge 
of man's past will enable one to see that his expression 
of his primary needs has been improved—he chooses 
his food with more care, builds better homes for him
self, and practices the arts of love with less brutality, 
with much more grace. So one infers that the purpose 
of The Great Planner is the improvement of man and 
his way of living until he reaches a standard of per
fection we can guess at but cannot now describe. 
There is in us a "feeling for" a satisfactory, a perfect 
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life: we think we would know it if we saw it, and we 
feel ourselves entitled to it. If this is a just estimate 
of The Unknown Plan under which we now work, 
we find that we must concede that the Creator is 
achieving His own success in the way He desires it to 
appear. 

And He has available all the supplies necessary to 
fulfill His own designs, for He controls Life, can pro
duce form, originate combinations and set goals. Our 
part is to work with Him, to be quiet within our
selves and let ourselves be led into His ways, for He 
can never lack for anything required to bring about 
His own kingdom. As one is able to take this widely 
extended view of the Power we ordinarily call "God," 
and endeavors to hold his Faith steadily in a full ex
pectation that God will do His perfect work in that 
soul which expects Him and only Him, one finds also 
an awareness of ability to endure, to be strong in the 
Lord, to govern his Faith more promptly, to realize 
the victory will depend upon continued effort rather 
than upon spurts and flashes of energy. The Strength 
of God is forever established in His creation: the wise 
man who directs his Faith toward God knowing that so 
he will become strong, will find within himself a Power 
to continue, to endure, to be "strong in the Lord," 
and to do all things through Christ which strengthen-
eth him. 

Strength, in the mind of man, is his power to sustain 
effort. 
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Chapter III 

W I S D O M 

Wisdom, in Divine Mind, is an idea of choice. 

The power of just and true discernment; conformity to 
course of action dictated by such discernment. Mental 
power acting upon the materials that fullest knowledge 
gives, in the most effective way. Standard Dictionary 

But with her there came to me all good things together, 
and in her hand innumerable riches. Wisdom of Solomon 

Quiet surrender to that which orders all things well. 
Lao-Tze 

If the reader still finds any difficulty in thinking 
of these common words, Faith and Strength as 
powers of the human soul, it would be well for him 
to make another effort to drop his customary ap
proach to the Spirit by way of emotion and morals, 
and endeavor once more to think of man as an as
semblage of spiritual powers in an animal form, which 
are capable of intense training and unknown possi
bilities. For one who continues to think of Faith only 
as a state of mind which can be forced into action, or 
of Strength as ability to exercise force, the more in
timate and penetrating suggestions of these outlines 
can only be valueless. 

We think, then, of Faith as our Power to direct our 
lives, and of Strength as our Power to sustain our pur
poses or to endure, continue in, the chosen course. 
When our interest in a matter of study or of conduct 
has been thoroughly aroused and we are moved to do 
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positive, clear-cut things about it, we may also observe 
that a discrimination, an unusual power of discern
ment, comes to us and we, almost without thought, 
do the right thing. It will, doubtless, still be necessary 
for us to marshal our facts, try to foresee conclusions, 
but we will increasingly select the important facts and 
will find our reason cleared of unnecessary clutter— 
weakness, misinformation, unbalanced tendencies, un
certainty. This Power of "Wisdom is innate in man 
and is constantly exercised by him according to the 
objects of his Faith and the enduring Power of his 
purpose. The burglar must be wise about his house
breaking or he could not make an entry. The man 
who is engaged in swindling exercises a degree of Wis
dom, or "Wisdom of a certain character. The architect 
designing a home must be wise in his own field, or he 
will not build more than one house. The great indus
trialist who plans immense factories and extensive mar
kets must be wise, discerning, discriminating, or results 
will be one failure after the other. The man of God 
whose Faith is centered upon a realization of the 
Kingdom of Heaven while he still walks the earth, will 
discern the Ways of God, will discover the Words of 
God and will find the Path toward God because his 
initial movement, the attempt to direct his life toward 
God, was correct, his Power of Strength supports his 
efforts, and his choice of thoughts, words, and acts is 
in conformity with his dominating idea. 

We have, then, to free ourselves from the notion 
that Wisdom best serves personal ends—that the really 
wise man gets "ahead in the world." In a commercial 
community in a commercial age, the notion is preva
lent and leads to such statements as that one must 
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"help oneself" to the goods of the world or go without; 
or, one must "do" the other fellow before he has a 
chance to "do" me. Since Wisdom consists in the 
exercise of choice, this is Wisdom, but of a low grade. 

Another notion that causes much confusion of 
thought, is this: Wisdom consists in an accumulation 
of facts, ideas, or things. There is no distinction made 
between Wisdom and knowledge, with the result that 
informed minds are frequently mistaken for great 
minds, and intellectual richness for richness of Spirit. 
This work of spiritual development which we have 
undertaken requires accuracy in thought, in word, in 
deed; and a general housecleaning is most helpful at 
the beginning of our self-imposed disciplines. It is well 
to make sure of definitions for just as one cannot make 
much progress in a conversation unless certain words 
convey the same idea to all concerned, so in self-ex
amination, or self-inspection, one should make an 
effort to know what one is thinking about and what 
one is meaning. All the wise words ever used about 
electricity would never set up a connection, insert a 
plug or turn on a light. One must know that a con
nection has been made, that a plug is in place, that a 
light is desired; and in addition to that, one must 
know where the plug is, where the switch is. If, even 
with all that knowledge, one pulls the plug out and 
then tries to turn on a light, nothing will happen be
cause the conduct has been unwise from the beginning. 
There was no choice of rightness to start with, and 
only darkness will result. 

One other misconception as to the purpose of "Wis
dom has led us to apply the word "wise" to those per
sons who have "provided for the future." That, of 
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course, belongs to the Age of Industrialism, the Age of 
Commercialism which can see "Wisdom only in gather
ing possessions. It is a characteristic of the times in 
which we live—probably of much of times past, for the 
fear of years is deep-seated in men because of its an
tiquity. In our efforts to take care of the future we 
have not stopped to examine our Faith or see to it that 
Strength was flowing toward right ends. The current 
vision ruled, and as it has generally been a vision and 
expectation of calamity, we have built our Faith upon 
that rock (which has proved to be sand) and have been 
wise "according to" our own generation, with the re
sult that the Wisdom of men has brought about a 
world disaster. Hereafter let us free ourselves from 
old errors, even if they do appear to be endowed with 
eternal life! Let us begin to think of Wisdom as an 
ability to gather and to use knowledge in ways which 
will produce peace and comfort for us and for the 
world in which we move. Knowledge we shall need; 
for the application of knowledge is of tremendous im
portance. The "wise man" is that one who uses his 
Information to bring about wholly desirable effects. 
If we can let go of conventional interpretations of the 
words "Rightness" and "Righteousness," we can help 
ourselves at this point, for we shall be able to perceive 
an innate fitness in things—in proposed words or acts, 
in passing thoughts, in ideas that crop up before us. 
There is a rightness that we somehow know to exist 
in mind when we say "there is a right and a wrong way 
of doing things." This is that deep and fundamental 
righteousness which we call the "Righteousness of 
God." And once we cease to form our judgments 
wholly from the experience of the world, once we 
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grasp the idea that the deep, innate Righteousness will 
reveal itself to us, we shall be free from a terrible 
burden of erroneous judgments, mistaken ideas, un
balanced efforts. We learn to discern promptly what 
will further our real interests and what will put them 
in jeopardy. We become balanced souls, of sound 
judgment because we have cast away our prejudices 
and have become willing to let the Wisdom of God 
rule us. 

And the exercise of judgment will then become a 
joy because it will be free, instant, and correct. It 
would be well for us to grasp the fact that without 
ability to estimate distances, weights, strides, or steps, 
we would be in constant difficulty. For centuries we 
have cultivated "good taste" or judgment of art, 
music and poetry: we now need to learn how to use 
this power on less material subjects, such as creeds, 
races, and international relations. To think of man 
without judgment would be to imagine all men as 
imbeciles. But think of men as adept at estimating 
character, teachings, personalities, spiritual leaders, 
and you have before your mind's eye a vision of en
tirely capable human creatures—capable because never 
self-deceived, nor could anything or anybody deceive 
them. 

Adult-minded persons know that they have, and 
must constantly exercise the Power to distinguish 
values, interests, ideas. They listen to radios, read 
newspapers, go to theatres, hear music; and those of 
our acquaintance who can accurately gauge the value 
of the word, or the musical composition, stir us to 
great admiration. We like to have "good critics" 
around because they aid us in clarifying our own 
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thought about the world. We endeavor to supply our 
children with a sound basis for future judgments, and 
we try to cultivate ourselves to high standards of 
value, importance, significance. It would be well for 
the metaphysician to recognize these facts and cease 
trying to rid himself of "judging" at all. What he 
really desires to do is to free himself from prejudices 
so that his judgment may be untrammeled and wholly 
sound. He will come to understand that when Jesus 
said "With what judgment ye judge, ye shall be 
judged," He merely told his hearers to move their 
standards of value to the Kingdom of Heaven so that 
their future judgments would be based on the 
Heavenly law rather than on the passing humors of 

men. 
We learn, too, that when we are wise, we display 

unusual ability to adapt means to desired ends. We cease 
to force issues, compel obediences. We drop the rule 
of force, for, having discovered the Rule of Righteous
ness, we discern the right way, which is the easiest way; 
and we observe that future rightness will depend upon 
immediate rightness. Blundering, headstrong move
ments will disappear from our thought and from our 
physical activities because our sense of balance, our 
ability to perceive and work with the Wisdom of God, 
will predominate in our minds and in our hearts. 
Imagine a universe in which the Ruler was swayed by 
emotion rather than by balance. We would be con
stantly bumping into the planet Venus and would 
probably have caused an explosion on Mars many 
centuries ago. But the Law of interrelationships among 
the planets in the heavens is rooted in Wisdom, dis
crimination, balance, right proportion—the Judgment 
of God is instantaneous and forever accurate. 
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That the Creative Spirit has exercised choice is 
shown by the appearance on earth of certain types of 
life which have later disappeared. It is shown by 
that systematic discarding of types of life now being 
carried forward by all civilized groups of men in the 
control of insects, in efforts to guard against the birth 
of defective human creatures. There is an activity of 
choosing going forward at all times. We are part of 
it because it originates in God and He expresses Him
self through men. It is true He takes His own time, 
and many of us are puzzled at the appearance of evil 
in masses, in individuals who become criminals, in diffi
cult persons of no distinction with whom we must live 
or deal daily. We are convinced, nevertheless, that just 
as the great awkward animals of the past have disap
peared, so must all evil and defects disappear from this 
world—and will, if we pursue the pattern of Rightness 
written in our hearts. This is God in action, influenc
ing us to better Judgment, better conduct, better re
lations as the centuries flow over our heads; and stir
ring us to individual effort day by day. 

It is difficult to find a suitable word for that im
mense, interminable Wisdom of God which men have 
long admired, worshipped, desired. It displays itself 
in the adaptability of plants, animals, humans to their 
environment; in the fact that no creation appears to 
be eternally bound by its current manifestation—all 
are subject to change, perhaps improvement or wise 
extinction. The panegyric to Wisdom given by the 
writer of The Wisdom of Solomon has not yet been 
equalled in its expression of wonder, amazement, ado
ration and appreciation of the Power of Wisdom to 
give righteous Power and unfailing knowledge to man. 
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God, evidently, always knows how to adapt current 
ways to desired ends, and we call those men "wise" 
who manifest economy of thought, word and action 
and yet achieve their goals. 

And this Wisdom not only holds all created things 
in poise, in balance, but chooses, moment by moment, 
that which will be right for the future: we call it "The 
Providence of God." The Divine Foresight must be 
the result of Divine Choice for, since Creation is under 
Law, just as all created things are under Law, if the 
immediate choice were not right, the results could not 
be right. 

We need to be clear on this point, and to make it 
vivid in our thinking; for when we realize that the 
Power of Divine Wisdom is available to us, we feel 
supported, guided, and made secure. It is not the wis
dom of man that creates and establishes worlds, holds 
the skies in order and brings the seasons in their time. 
It is the Wisdom of God which achieves these things, 
.uid He has, by creating us in His image, laid His 
Wisdom open to us. Again, we need to remind our-
lelves that Wisdom is the right application of knowl
edge—not the knowledge itself. Right application 
comes to us through trial and error, and the eternal 
love of God has helped through crisis after crisis 
brought upon us by headlong plunging instead of pa-
licnt waiting upon Him. How will that help when 
there is a decision to make and all the factors have 
I icon weighed with great care? You will remember 
that as yet you are not able to gather all the facts, to 
get all the information you might need for a wise 
choice; and you will let go of the matter which is 
puzzling you, leaving it with the Wisdom of God 
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within you to lead you into right action at the right 
time. 

But we are always anxious to know beforehand 
what we are going to do! And, as a matter of fact, we 
can not. Have you not surprised yourself many times 
by doing things in a way quite contrary to the way 
you had decided upon? Why, then, spend good hours 
of the night and day trying to know in advance what 
you will do, what you will say? Jesus had something 
to say about that, and advised His hearers to "take no 
thought" about such matters. Once we learn to de
pend upon the Wisdom of God within us, we shall 
cease our much thinking, and try more eagerly just 
to keep our minds clear for the free operation of the 
Holy Spirit. His Providence then can prosper us: He 
can lead us into ways of pleasantness and paths of 
peace. 

Again we remind ourselves that such a consumma
tion, however "devoutly to be desired" will depend 
upon the clarity and steadfastness of a Faith directed 
toward righteousness in this life. We are dealing with 
a series of powers which unfold in their own order, 
and if our Faith is less than centralized, less than pure, 
we shall achieve results that show a mixed pattern. 
Which is, of course, exactly what we do. Given Faith 
in swindling part of the time and in honesty part of 
the time, we can probably avoid jail and even be sur
prised that suspicion should be cast upon us. Given 
whole-hearted confidence in the Presence and Power 
of God to be one's Strength and one's Wisdom, the 
trickery will disappear, and the Strength that flows at 
the stirring of Faith will be God-Strength, and will 
enable one to hold his course toward the Kingdom of 
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Heaven. He will also observe that as his Faith toward 
God increases in Strength, his ability to select, to 
choose right approaches, right thoughts, right words, 
and right acts will increase; he becomes Wise in his 
selected generation. For these Powers which we are 
studying are free from bias in themselves. They work 
in us at all times whether we know it or not; but once 
we catch a glimpse of the vastly increased control of 
life we shall have when we recognize and utilize them, 
we become keen to learn more about them; to grasp 
the system of thought, the scheme of manifestation 
which the study discloses; and we are deeply grateful 
as we observe them unfolding into our daily conscious
ness and bringing added capacities and abilities with 
them. 

Wisdom, in the mind of man, is his power to choose 
rightly. 
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Chapter IV 

L O V E 

Love, in Divine Mind, is an idea of universal unity. 
Charles Fillmore 

Love is a cosmic phenomenon with which the individual 
has nothing to do. P. D. Ouspenski in Tertium Organum 

Love links all things together in the cosmos. Spinoza 

To love is to see the same truth. R. W. Emerson 

Perhaps this word, Love, carries a greater diver
sity of suggestion with it than any other word we use. 
Each one of us has an assortment of definitions for the 
word, and a number of associations with it. Com
paring one of our "loves" with another, we might be 
stirred to asking why we use the same word with 
reference to such great divergences in meaning, emo
tional power, pleasure, or joy. Yet there it is: we 
"love" a Persian cat, a horse, a mother, an opera, a 
writer whom we have never seen, a theory of life, a 
religious group, or God in Heaven. We look up the 
thirteenth chapter of First Corinthians and pat our
selves on the back for having read a great dissertation 
on a well-known and somewhat hackneyed subject. 
But what is Love? Even Paul only tells us how it acts, 
what effects it should produce; he offers no explana
tion of it as an activity of the mind and heart of man, 
not a word that would enable us to seize upon a princi
ple which would be applicable to all life—all types and 
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levels of life, without regard to the nature of the 
creature under consideration or the particular circum
stances under which Love might be exercised. 

In personal relations, Love is supposed to stir up 
self-sacrifice, affection, satisfaction. Between the sexes, 
it is expected to arouse a passion of feeling which will 
lead to reproduction, and then to subside into courte
ous friendliness and helpfulness. Among converts to 
an idea, a school, or a movement, it is rarely thought of 
at all, because it is only seriously considered in con
nection with individuals. A man who can bring him
self to admitting that races other than his own have 
good points, will retreat into himself at once if the 
word "Love" is used, because he immediately feels that 
he could not live with those others, could not touch 
them with satisfaction, could not find any points of 
mental or spiritual connection. A woman will speak 
of her friends in glowing terms, then seek to make it 
clear beyond a doubt that she can Love one or two of 
i hem, but not the others. Our use of the word is in 
need of close examination, our states of mind in con
nection with it in need of analysis, our application of 
it should be given a good deal of clear thought. 

Ask a mother what she means by "Love," and she 
will tell you it is what she feels for her children. Ask 
ilie young lover how he would define it, and he will 
say it sets him on fire with a passionate desire to cherish 
Hid protect the object of his feeling. Ask a student 
of current metaphysics what Love is, the response will 
be "God is Love." But that makes nothing clear with
out a rich definition of the word "God." To say that 
"Love is God" does not clarify the situation unless one 
Lis definite notions of the way Love acts, where it is 
Hid when, and what is its purpose in creation. 
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To clear the ground of preconceptions and weak 
conceptions of the meaning of Love, let us try to free 
ourselves from the accustomed notion that it means, 
first and foremost, affection, affectionate relations and 
responses. In other words, we will endeavor to dif
ferentiate between the universal activity itself and the 
kinds of action with which it expresses itself through 
us. If it is to be considered only as a state of affairs 
between two persons, we shall never find a principle 
of Love. But surely we have observed that certain 
among our acquaintances appear to Love everyone, 
and generally excite Love for themselves in all whom 
they meet. There is apparently a current of activity 
in them that works both ways, outwardly towards 
others, inwardly to bring Love to the lover. Does not 
Love require to be received in order to perfectly ex
press itself? There are two ways of expressing it—by 
giving, and by receiving; the one who loves must have 
an object, and if the object repudiates the Love, there 
develops a sense of repression and frustration whether 
the case involved is that of sexual, paternal, or social 
love. We need a broader conception of the Power of 
Love; we need to think of it as a current of the Power 
of God which acts in given ways to produce given re
sults; and if we are able to see that Love must both 
give and receive, we can perceive that the Power of 
Love brings things, persons, groups, ideas, minds, and 
actions together into a whole. 

Thinking of Love in such a way enables us to under
stand the idea of "forgiveness" as an effort on the part 
of the offended person to unite himself in thought 
with the one who has offered the offense. As he is 
able to accomplish this fact, he will discover the rea-
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sons for the offensive conduct, and may even be led to 
discover offenses on his part which helped to bring 
about the unpleasant situation. Merely talking about 
"loving your enemies" does not appear to achieve 
much in the way of essential forgiveness. But the rea
sonable mind will see that since Love is the power 
which binds all things into a unity of purpose, of ex
pression, of achievement, forgiveness will be best set 
up in the hardened heart by realizing that in truth he 
is at one with all life, with all Power to Love, with the 
true heart of the one he seeks to forgive; and best of 
all, he will attain a unity in himself that will bring him 
peace of mind and increased strength. 

Keep in mind that we are thinking of Love as a 
Power, and in the above paragraphs have been en
deavoring to see how it acts. We are not thinking of 
the acts as Love, but of the force exerted by the princi
ple of Love to render us at peace because we are uni
fied in ourselves, to engender joy in others because we 
have achieved unity within ourselves and with them, 
and to develop appreciation of Creation because we 
are striving for and bit by bit attaining unity with the 
Source of all Creation—with God Himself. 

What is the relation of Love to "self-sacrifice"? 
Does the push of Love to bring ourselves into a sense 
of oneness, a sense of "my integrity within me," imply 
that we shall be withdrawn from service, from associa
tion, that our value in the world will decrease because 
we have become "in turned"? 

Here again we encounter a word used too carelessly, 
carrying certain well established implications which do 
not yield very good results when they are examined. 
"Self-sacrifice" generally suggests giving up the things 
that one wants or needs for the sake of another person; 
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and mothers are supposed to be the highest and most 
consistent expression of the art of doing without in 
order that others may have. The right idea is put to 
wrong uses, and we find, in real life, the notion of 
self-sacrifice leading to the weakening of the character 
of the person for whom the self-sacrifice is practised, 
and the strengthening of the personal determinations 
of the one who is said to be sacrificing himself, but 
who is really working extremely hard to get pre
cisely what he has set his heart upon. If we will use 
the word "sacrifice" in its ancient sense of "making 
holy," we shall be able to separate the current notions 
of "self-sacrifice" from the idea of Love, because if 
one makes oneself pure in thought about the aspira
tions or conduct of another person and endeavors to 
aid him in achieving his ends, not one's own, there 
will develop a comprehension of the mind and the 
heart of the other which will clarify our thought and 
our purposes in regard to him—and one of the first 
observations we shall make will be that he does not 
want us to do without anything whatever on his ac
count: he wants us to be happy in our own right and 
leave him free to work out his own salvation, his own 
life, his own profession or career according to the 
lights that have come to him in his own soul. There 
is something fundamentally wrong with a human be
ing who is long content to take the fruits of the "self-
sacrifice" of others: he needs attention and should 
be regarded as a sick soul. The healthy mind wants 
to make its own experiments, to do its own work, 
and to find its own paths. The self-sacrificer can fre
quently interfere seriously with individual develop
ment. 
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The student who will cultivate himself to the point 
of being able to see into and understand the heart and 
mind of another person is teaching himself to become 
at one with that other, and to ascertain what that 
other wants—not what the student wants for him, 
but what he wants for himself. That is the essence of 
true loving because it frees both sides from compul
sions and reveals bondages which have been disguised 
as sacrifices. Real Love would free all concerned in 
any given situation: where compulsion appears, some 
one should devote a good deal of thought to Love as 
a principle, not merely as an exercise in kindliness, 
forgiveness, or giving up for the sake of others. 

"A principle," says P. W. Bridgman in The Nature 
of Physical Theory, "is by definition a correct descrip
tion of any case; if I can find a single case in which it 
is not correct, then by definition it is not a general 
principle with which one is working, but merely a 
special case which the investigator has not studied well 
enough to enable him to ascertain the principle to 
which that case belongs." If one endeavors to think 
of Love as the principle of unity in the universe, and 
proceeds to examine his use of the word "Love," he 
will observe that he uses it quite carelessly, quite 
thoughtlessly, and that more exact mental activity 
about it reveals that there is in Creation a type of in
visible activity which holds all things together, all 
things in relation to one another in a way that pro
duces general harmony, and that each bit of creation 
affected by this principle must either be in right rela
tion to all other things or must be brought into Tight
ness through the experience of discomfort, terror and 
pain. In the heavens, the planets maintain their rela-
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tions through the centuries; on the level of human 
relations, there is much discord accompanied always 
by constant if prejudiced effort to establish rightness, 
and although many such efforts appear to fall flat, it 
is well to recognize that the effort exists, and to under
stand that it is made because the Principle spurs men 
on to high achievement. 

Just as the notion of "continuum" is central to all 
mathematics, so the notion of Principle is essential to 
the metaphysical student who would have a sound 
basis for his thought and be able to express his idea 
that the Creative Spirit continues, is undefeatable, is 
Right Purpose, and Right Power to effect that Pur
pose. With such a conception as a foundation, it is 
comparatively easy to think of Love as a Principle of 
Unity, to turn to it in moments of confusion, and to 
incorporate a unity of purpose in one's own life which 
will impart coherence, give stability, and render the 
life valuable to the community as well as to the indi
vidual . 

Considered as a force, or energy in action, Love 
tends to increase itself, to extend its area of activity 
by diffusion, interpenetration, by harmonizing, by 
setting up easy and fluid expression of itself which 
must, as pointed out above, be received if the transac
tion is to be complete. It is necessary to emphasize 
the necessity for receiving just because so many per
sons think of Love as always giving—which is un
wholesome for the one who receives without knowl
edge, and for the one who is outpouring without being 
assured that his giving is serving a purpose. It is an 
impulse that demands completion and which, if de
feated, readily turns into dislike and hatred. All 
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channels of expression should be under the influence 
of the innate desire of the human heart for oneness, 
for unity in the self and in the world. That is why we 
hear so many words on the subject of Love—of which 
too few are based on understanding, too many on 
sentiment. 

All of us who have given any thought to our inner 
natures, to what stirs us and what satisfies us, know 
that we deeply desire to give of our possessions, of 
ourselves and that we wish such giving to win the 
Love, the affection and the approval of the beloved, 
whether that beloved is a club, a public institution or 
a person. We search earnestly and laboriously for the 
one to which or to whom we can offer ourselves, as 
children among our playmates, as adolescents among 
our schoolfellows, as adults among our acquaintances 
for that one to whom our heart will be an open book 
and whose heart will be easily read by us. Without 
this interchange we are never satisfied, we engender 
complexes, we become acid and restrained. If we can 
be brought to understand that it is the Principle of 
Love in operation in our lives that we desire, the 
harmonious and desirable type of manifestation will 
appear of itself; our experiments, and therefore, our 
pain, will be greatly reduced and our joy in living 
expanded. For man is a creature who requires con
scious self-expression. If he permits himself to be 
turned in on himself either by his own nature or by 
circumstances, he will inevitably come to the place 
where he either breaks something or turns com
pletely sour. The self-expression schools have started 
something which they have not taken with sufficient 
seriousness: self-expression is vital to the human being, 
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but he needs to give much thought as to whether he 
seeks to express a picayune personality or a principle 
of life. 

"Love, in Divine Mind, is an idea of universal 
unity," says Charles Fillmore. That is, Love, in Divine 
Mind, is a type of activity which tends to bring all 
things, all minds, all conditions into such relationship 
as shall be harmonious, useful to each and every part, 
and expressive of the law of giving and receiving. For 
there can be no unity without receiving, just as there 
can be none if giving is withheld. It would seem that 
all man's actions can be traced to this fundamental 
impulse: he gathers food for his family, he shares with 
them, he studies that he may be valuable in the com
munity which would not receive him without the 
study and which will give to him certain things, 
notably money, which he immediately pours back 
into the community itself. Without this giving and 
receiving there would be no productivity in animal 
life as there would be no spreading of doctrines or 
discovery among human minds. Love is, then, the 
Power in Creation to receive the seed and to give it 
back increased. God gives life that it may be spread 
over the globe and its manifestations multiplied. He 
gives Power that it may generate more Power, as the 
Power of the sun is the basis for the generation of all 
Power on this globe. The individual who grasps this 
fact will find his own yearning to receive more that 
he may give more rising to a high tide in himself and 
developing in a zeal that can carry all before it. 
Brotherly Love will become a definite experience 
among men, and the sentimentality with which that 
idea has been surrounded will disappear because the 
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mind that grasps Love as the Power to give and to 
receive, to become one with another person or ob
ject, will eagerly pour forth of itself and as eagerly re
plenish itself from the inexhaustible fountains of the 
mental and the spiritual worlds. 

Love must express itself because giving implies an 
extension into space, and receiving implies a readiness 
to cancel that space and become one with the giver. 
It follows therefore that one's loves introduce him to 
persons, groups and circumstances like himself; and 
if he is dissatisfied with his conditions, he would do 
well to inquire into the value of such activities as he is 
attracted by and with which he is in association. It is 
well-known that the real music student will find him
self associated with music; if he finds musicians mean 
or poverty-stricken or sly, he had better inquire into 
his own quality of mind rather than into the mental or 
spiritual equipment of those who irritate him. It is 
an old saying that "Like attracts like." But we have 
never applied that saying to the fundamental think
ing or impulses of our lives; we have only thought of 
it in connection with the more superficial aspects of 
life. It is a sound statement of a law of life; and if one 
does not like the people he meets, he would do well 
to ask himself why he has attracted them. The Law 
of Love, like all the other powers God has given to 
man, does not insist upon righteous use; it just acts. 
It will always, like all the other Powers, do its best 
work in a life free from personal ambitions, a life 
eager to manifest the Truth and Perfection of God. 
Not too many persons have such high spiritual am
bitions, so the Law of Love acts on the level of the 
individual, and he either loves or is at one in his think-
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ing with the lower or the higher levels of aspiration 
and achievement. The choice is his—God does not 
force his children; they must find the right way them
selves. Since man requires self-expression, it is made 
available to him on every level, in every type and 
quality. If he could grasp the principles involved, he 
would save himself many a bitter experience. In the 
past this has been beyond his ability at the moment, 
but there are signs that he is making a huge effort 
right now to free himself from the littleness of per
sonal aims and desires, and to grasp the vastness of 
God and His Creation. 

We have touched upon the Power of Faith, 
Strength, Wisdom, and now, Love. We are consider
ing a process rather than a group of Powers. Each 
Power by itself has its special type of movement, its 
own way of expression through the mind of man. 
But we intend going much deeper than the considera
tion of separate abilities such as we might give were 
we talking about music or art or architecture, preach
ing or bridge building, each of which is a highly spe
cialized profession. We are considering what takes 
place in a man who decides to become a musician, an 
artist, a bridge builder, an inventor. In our study of 
men through the years, we observe that the first step 
is a movement of the Power of Faith which takes place 
when the student decides to devote all his energies 
toward a given end. We have said that Faith is the 
Power to direct the life and such Power of direction 
is made effective when a choice is made, a goal chosen. 
The next step in the process is to hold oneself in the 
way selected, for a weak and vacillating Faith arrives 
nowhere, any more than an automobilist starting for 
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California would ever arrive there if he drove half a 
day on the right road and spent the remaining hours 
running around to see what he had overlooked! The 
Power of Strength enables us to persist, to endure, to 
be "strong in the Lord and the power of his might" 
and so keep ourselves moving toward the place we 
have said we wish to reach, to sustain our Faith, to 
"fight the good fight," to continue our efforts and 
achieve results. 

Wisdom being the Power of Right Choice, it is ob
servable that when Faith is really alive and is upheld 
by man's gift of inner strength, he will become wise 
about the bypaths he follows, the thoughts he enter
tains, the words he uses, the means he employs, and 
the type of inspiration he selects for his uses. And 
then develops, as the fourth step in the process of 
bringing forth an idea, the conviction of oneness of 
purpose in oneself, oneness of value in the course 
chosen, oneness and simplicity in the means chosen to 
accomplish that end. The man who is divided against 
himself is unhappy and futile; that man who feels him
self gathered together, all his powers centered upon 
one end, knows that he is strong, capable and has been 
given the elements of success. It is the Power of Love, 
of oneness, at work in consciously chosen paths that 
gives real and lasting satisfaction: man's efforts to make 
himself one with scattered trivialities are his undoing 
on every level of his life. 

Love, as the Principle of unity in the universe is, 
then, the constant drive in the individual to express 
himself, to win appreciation, to give of himself, to be 
open to the best in the world, to achieve oneness with 
that Spirit of which most men entertain an idea that It 
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is the Creator and the Governor of the manifest 
world. Lacking that sense of unity with God, the in
dividual is restless, dissatisfied, inefficient. To tell such 
an one that "God loves you" is futile because he has 
no ideas about God, and Love to him is a wholly emo
tional state with unsatisfactory reactions. 

When "Love of God" becomes to us as living ac
tivity forever at work in all our ways, and ceases to 
be merely a comfortable cushion upon which we can 
lean when we are sick and sore, man will realize the full 
force of the words "God is Love" and will know His 
presence at every turn of the road. 

In man, Love as a Principle becomes his power to 
achieve integration in himself, and right associations 
with others; it becomes the thread which makes him 
one with all mankind, with all Creation. 

I 

Chapter V 

P O W E R 

Power, in the mind of God, is an idea of motion. 

The physical, mental and moral ability to act and to 
receive action; the general faculty of doing, perform
ing, realizing, achieving, producing or succeeding; 
natural operative force, energy, vigor, strength, or ef
fective condition applied or applicable to work. In 
psychology, power is sometimes synonymous with fac
ulty—hence, power is a natural endowment enabling 
the intellect to condition the will and thus create habits 
and virtues. Dictionary of Philosophy 

This, it may be said, is the Age of Power. Not 
only is Power generated by mechanical means, and 
sought by those persons who have been given certain 
authority in society, the individual also seeks to get 
it, to use it, to be expressive of it for, without Power, 
he feels himself abused by society and deprived of his 
rightful activity. In every case, Power is regarded as 
a pressure either upon the outer or the inner world: 
no one thinks of it as an ability peculiarly human by 
which the individual can express himself at all. In 
other words, we never think of Power in the abstract, 
always we contemplate it in action. Unless we see ac
tion we find it difficult to think of Power. For in
stance, the quiet pools on the far side of a great water
fall do not attract attention, and certainly no one 
connects them with Power. "When the water goes 
over the cliff and splashes or makes a mill-wheel run, 
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we find ourselves caught by the idea of Power and 
can grasp it. 

For the purposes of this essay, we will endeavor to 
grapple with the idea that in every man is a fund of 
latent possibilities which, from time to time, get them
selves into activity, thus enabling us to see that man has 
Power to walk, to talk, to think, to exercise self-con
trol, to descend into hell or ascend into heaven. This 
ability is his reservoir of energy not yet applied which, 
in the development of this scheme of thought we call 
Power. We are endeavoring to separate the idea of 
Power from the exercise of Power, trying to lay hold 
of a conception of tremendous import to us, because 
when we perceive its meaning, we shall understand 
that Power is always with us as a gift from God—a 
gift that enables us to change in our thinking, to move 
our bodies, to move matter, to effect changes desired 
in the outer world and in ourselves. The limitations 
of our vocabulary are hard to bear when we seek to 
express a highly metaphysical idea and find we must 
use words which for most of us have always had wholly 
physical connotations. In this case, the difficulty is 
exceedingly great, and this writer is well aware that 
the present effort will encounter criticism. However, 
it is hoped that some abler mind will catch the thought 
and be able to express it better. 

In the series of powers with which we are working, 
we have considered the Power of Love and have 
pointed out that Love leads to expression—a release 
of Power that will set events into motion in accord
ance with the urgency of the Love. Love as a purely 
static condition is unthinkable; but since we are look
ing at each of these powers separately although we 

fully realize that all of them are forever at work ac
cording to the goal selected by the individual, it has 
been necessary to think about Love as if it could stand 
alone; and now we find ourselves faced with the effects 
of Love—the release of Power. These essays are con
cerned with bringing ideas into manifestation—de
livering ideas into circulation. And we have found 
that an active confidence in the idea is the first step; 
a well-supported Faith follows; "Wisdom in discerning 
the things that belong to the idea and the things that 
will weaken it will follow; and then we reach the 
point at which the mind feels itself at one within it
self in relation to the particular project. As soon as 
this point is achieved, there arises a sense of ability to 
"start something," to "get things going," to set energy 
flowing. And then we say of the person who has been 
sufficiently faithful, strong and wise, who has been in 
love with his scheme or his undertaking enough to let 
it move him into definite activity in connection with 
it, "There is a man of power; he gets things done." 

Such a man may run a cheap lunch counter, or a 
magnificent night club; he may make an invention or 
build the factory which utilizes the contrivance; he 
may write an important book or be a great organizer; 
in any case, we recognize Power as an outstanding 
characteristic of his thinking; and we are stirred to 
envy, or inquiry as to how the results are attained; or 
just call it "luck" and let the matter go at that. 

Those who are seeking the thought behind these 
printed words have already profited by the discovery 
that the Power to be powerful lies within themselves 
and is consciously or unconsciously utilized on every 
occasion in life: indeed, it is constantly exercising it-
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self enabling man to do all that he does in the way of 
physical motion, mental achievement, or spiritual 
growth because it is derived from the Creative Spirit 
which is eternally active. And it is a vast relief to most 
minds to know that it is not necessary to drive persons 
or things into corners in order to reach our own goals: 
on the contrary, Power will flow through us in ac
cordance with the channels we have opened up to it 
by our habitual thinking, our changed and improved 
choice, our confidence in the Power of God to start 
and maintain us in the way of successful living. 

It is wholly unnecessary for us to make determined 
efforts to force persons or conditions, to exercise 
authority in our families, in the world at large. Com
pulsion breeds rebellion. Men know this but neverthe
less persist in their efforts to bind, to drive, to force 
their associates, by argument, by bargain, by "main 
force." When we free ourselves from such efforts, 
we will find that God's Power can and will flow 
through us to effect desired results, and will bring 
satisfaction to all concerned in accordance with the 
degree of freedom given to Him and His way. A 
driven child, a hounded employee, an enslaved people 
are all unhappy, scheming, rebellious. Use man's 
Power to set up activity in wholly legitimate ways, 
and it will be found that the effects will be joy-provok
ing, peace-engendering. 

Another weakness in our thinking about Power in 
our own hands is that it can only be exercised inter
mittently: we have no thought of Power forever 
established in creation, always at work, always avail
able. We have no thoughts that include the constant 
motion of Power. We talk about the Power of God, 

but are suspicious of that inasmuch as we are tolerably 
sure that sometimes His Power is available, and some
times it is not. The conception of Power sought to be 
conveyed by this chapter includes the basic idea that 
Power is constant as well as eternal. A man does not 
lose Power because he sits down; he still has Power 
to rise up. Nor does he sacrifice Power in himself 
when he sleeps, for the Power to start things is still 
at work in him, in the renewal of his body, in ideas 
that come to him while his body rests, in his ability 
to rise in the morning and get himself to his office to 
start his business rolling for the day. Power is steady 
—not spasmodic. Our minds are shifty and insecure, 
but the Power to use our minds is steadfast and serene. 
Exertion is connected in our minds with Power: we 
would do well to draw from our experience an under
standing of Power as an abstract idea for only by so 
doing can we turn to it in all emergencies, and rely 
upon it under all circumstances. It is constantly flow
ing into and through us without desire to conserve 
itself. Human notions of Power involve both accumu
lation and conservation. But Power as it flows from 
God is steadfast in its way and superior to limitation 
of any sort because it has already achieved Wisdom 
in itself. 

Can we think of Power as latent capacity for move
ment, given us at creation and eternal in its nature? 
Must we continue to measure it off as so much "horse 
power"? That highly popular term suggests animals 
in action rather than animals whose Power could be 
measured were they driven into action—energy in ac
tion rather than energy latent. We best aid ourselves 
to free expression when we remember that the Power 
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to be what we choose to be is already ours: It is latent, 
as all vast Power is, but once started on a path of 
activity, it can be directed, centralized, controlled and 
utilized to bring the results sought. Because it is one 
of the ways by which God inspires creation, it is in
exhaustible, constant, and impersonal. And therein 
lies our opportunity for growth, development, experi
ment and proof. The use of these Powers is not con
fined to a fixed channel; man must find the best ways 
for himself. This costs him much in the way of trial 
and error and consequent suffering; but without his 
own experiences, life would be a theory, not a fact. 

Every intelligent person feels himself impelled 
physically and mentally toward achievement: he wants 
to do some particular thing, or, even if he merely 
wants to live, he finds it necessary to capture food, 
eat it, and share it with others. Almost every one in 
ordinary life is trying to do much more than merely 
sustain himself; he has ambitions and is stirred into 
extra activity because he believes he can gratify those 
ambitions. He studies, he works with his hands, he 
trains his body with the idea that he can achieve the 
end he has chosen; for, unless he had such a convic
tion, why would he strive? Mistakes he makes; we 
are not thinking about the errors but the inward 
struggle to be the kind of man he would like to be. 
In the economy of nature, or of God, there could be 
no such impulse unless the Power to achieve also ex
isted. So when we see our friends taking correspond
ence courses, studying at night schools, reading in 
libraries we understand that Power is active in them, 
only awaiting specific guidance to carry them to suc
cess. There is tremendous need for exercising all the 
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Powers given to us; but, apparently we must become 
acquainted with our equipment before we can use it 
to advantage. These deep interior Powers which are 
in constant use have never been wholly revealed to us; 
indeed, we have never thought of Faith as a Power to 
direct our lives, but only as a state of mind. We have 
never thought of Strength as our ability to sustain us 
in a chosen way of development, but only as physical 
ability to pull or to push. We have given no thought 
to Wisdom as a Power of discernment, choice, as a 
part of every man's spiritual equipment, but only as 
a faculty for handling life in a canny fashion. We 
have not thought of Love as a Power to unify our
selves in our own minds and hearts and with others, 
but only as an emotion that every one should cultivate 
although it is known to generally land folks in trouble! 
Nor have we thought of Power as man's ability to 
originate a movement in his mind, his life, his affairs, 
although we have much respect for "powerful" people! 

A sense of inefficiency is crippling, mortifying, 
paralyzing. We desire to be capable, strong, effective, 
successful—not necessarily in the ordinary meaning of 
the word "success," but in the general management 
of our lives. We feel that we should be powerful 
enough to handle the various situations in which we 
find ourselves; and we cordially dislike and fear the 
weak man or woman who is forever wailing about 
failure. 

Neither do we enjoy the sight of repressed minds, 
rigid bodies, immobile affairs. Lacking the Power of 
motion, tied to a chair or a bed, with limited possibili
ties a constant nightmare, man feels himself outraged 
because he is powerless. But is he? If Power can be 
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I 
thought of in the way here suggested, he would know 
that Power is still with him, not to be exercised per
haps as physical motion, but still within his control 
as capacity for self-expression, for self-control, for aid
ing others. The Power of God is without limit, with
out locality, beyond interference. One who succumbs 
to a state of mind in which he feels himself powerless 
needs the inspiration of this conception of Power, for 
it would help him to know that since God always is, 
Power always is, and is therefore always at hand for 
him, whatever the need, the apparent lack, the desire 
to express, or the success sought. 

Among the impressive, breath-taking spectacles 
offered by nature are the tremendous waterfalls of the. 
world. N o man sees such sights without being moved, 
for deep in us is a "feeling for" Power in all its aspects. 
As creatures we are tiny, frail and unstable, but we 
can, nevertheless, rise to an appreciation of the in
calculable energy making itself manifest in water hurl
ing itself over the cliffs at Niagara or the great falls of 
South America, and we feel mind and heart expanding 
in its presence. We are not overcome by such sights; 
on the contrary, they lift us up into a feeling of in
creased energy within ourselves, greater Power to ac
complish things in life. Can we not imagine the 
Power of God forever moving and sustaining us, and 
so connect ourselves with that Power by our ways of 
thought that we are constantly aware of energy and 
can live forceful lives? There is no room for defeatism 
in such a philosophy: there is only room for triumph. 

In the Mind of God, Power is an idea of movement. 
It is possible to imagine a static creation, but no one 
would want to be tied to it. It is within the bounds 
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of our imaginations to fancy ourselves a finished prod
uct, with nothing further to do in the way of training, 
growth, deepening of experience. No one would look 
forward to such a prospect with even a passing in
terest, for we are children of movement, the outcome 
of movement: has not "the Spirit of God moved upon 
the face of the waters," and did not things begin to 
happen at once? If one accepts that statement about 
God and the waters as historical, he has to admit that 
the movement of God started a world of infinite vari
ety and unending beauty. If, on the other hand, the 
reader is a metaphysical student, he would know that 
when God is permitted free movement in the soul of 
a man, that man is changed, renewed, transformed. 
Our problem is how to accept the movements 
of God. This chapter is an effort to present the op
portunity and suggest a way. We are, by this time, 
able to think of Power as our ability to "start things"; 
and if we have been at all faithful to metaphysical in
terpretations of life, we know the method: Be still, 
and know that I am God. 

Power, then, is our Power to connect with an un
remitting activity which is at work in the world, is 
ready to do our will, is unlimited in its possibilities. 
It will carry us to disaster if our Faith is set upon er
roneous hopes or convictions. It will carry us to right 
conditions of mind and body, to success in a profession 
or in the stock market, if we have Faith in the Power 
that is God in us to achieve success. As a Power, it has 
no choice but to agree with the guidance offered it by 
the mind utilizing it. But the metaphysician interested 
in making manifest the glorious Power of God as the 
fountain by means of which all of his own thoughts 
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of Wisdom, Love, and Strength find expression will 
be connecting himself with the Source of all the Pow
ers of man, purifying his own heart, and opening the 
way for the flowing forth of all of the Powers given 
him by his Father, to find swift, beautiful and orderly 
expression in his daily life. 
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Chapter VI 

I M A G I N A T I O N 

Imagination, in the Mind of God, is an idea of con
ception. 

Being at once begins its Becoming; and the great Law 
of Mind—takes up the image and bodies forth a world. 

Fenwicke Lindsay Holmes 

Imagine—to form a notion or a mental image of; to 
conceive. To scheme, devise, purpose. 

'Webster's Collegiate Dictionary 

Differences between Imagination and plain fantasy 
have occupied philosophers and psychologists for 
many years; but in the main they are agreed that 
Imagination is the Power to gather known thoughts 
or thought-forms together into different, and new, 
arrangements; and to hold so firmly to the new form 
that it finally gets itself into manifestation in the outer 
world. It has been said that "reproductive" Imagina
tion reveals, "creative" Imagination projects. It is 
known to be a wholly individual process, for while an 
object is being formed in mind, only that mind can 
perceive it. If the perception is sufficiently clear, and 
the outlines become vivid, the object can be projected 
into the world of forms, and become a thing. 

The important point to be observed in discussions 
of this word is that they appear generally to follow 
the line that Imagination is the ability to gather to
gether and re-arrange. With that in mind, we can 
proceed to ask ourselves whether this ability is a 
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Power, and what man habitually does with it, as well 
as what he can do with it once he grasps the fact that, 
as a Power flowing from the Creative Energy and 
therefore constant, it is always at work in him with 
or without discipline or control. 

The varying moods of the human creature have not 
yet been satisfactorily explained, and man ordinarily 
knows only that life knocks him around, giving him 
a wide variety of pleasures and of pains. The convic
tion in well adjusted minds that there must be some 
way of establishing poise mentally and physically, has 
led to efforts in this direction—schools, religious dis
ciplines, commercial training, athletics—all springing, 
from a desire to build up in a man the ability to re
cover himself speedily in times of disturbance and 
maintain his way. Of late the psychologists have 
talked much of inhibitions and sought to offer in
structions for overcoming those self-imposed limita
tions which lead an individual to confusion and agony 
in his relations to life and to other persons. In either 
case, Power to change the individual's thought is im
plicit in the suggestions offered—Power to redirect the 
Imagination—to choose, form, and produce new con
ditions. If it has been active in producing distress, 
can it not also be active in producing joy? The point 
is, that Imagination is recognized as a Power; and 
while an athlete would, perhaps, be surprised to be 
told to use his Imagination to get him to his goal, the 
fact remains that he does use it, and that it serves to 
keep him going. 

The insane person has let his Imagination run into 
channels which eventually render it necessary to se
clude him from society; the saint has trained his Power 
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to imagine the Presence and Power of God until he 
becomes God-possessed. In between these extremes 
are the millions who indulge their Imaginations in day
dreaming, or who use the Power to invent instructive 
stories, or to ascertain and classify unfamiliar laws 
about the use of matter. Scientists are men of great 
imagination; was it not the Power to form an image 
out of thought alone that gave warning of the future 
appearance of Neptune in the skies? Ordinary persons 
think of Imagination only in connection with things 
or situations they have no hope of achieving; it is time 
some one told them that the Power to imagine is vital 
in all human progress, and it would be well to use this 
Power with Wisdom. Since it, like all other powers 
expressed by man, is in direct contact with the Cre
ative Spirit, and cannot be stopped nor forever held 
down to the lower levels of life, we would do well to 
think out what sort of person we would like to be and 
use this Power to achieve our ends. 

Probably the sort of creature we would like to be 
is an assortment or complex of many impressions: the 
metaphysician should have a fairly clear picture or 
vision of his nature, his possibilities, his powers, and 
the help he can rely upon. The mind held in the 
Presence of Pure Spirit will find itself thinking more 
clearly, its ambitions simplified, its means wisely 
adapted to the ends sought just because its "Imagina
tion is stayed" on the permanent powers and influences 
of life. 

Since all of our conduct is based upon the objects 
of our Faith, when our Faith is subdivided into many 
channels with objectives which greatly vary in order, 
beauty, genuine usefulness and permanence, we find 
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our imaginations turning upon the divergent, the dis
similar, the useless, the temporary, "We can, when we 
will, decide within ourselves to hold our Faith con
stantly toward the idea of Eternal Goodness, using a 
vast variety of ways of expression, but always consistent 
as Eternal Goodness in Its own Nature and in the 
ends It seeks. The main focus of our Imagination 
would then be in that Eternal Goodness, and with the 
Strength and the Wisdom of the Eternal Goodness 
also finding an open channel in our thinking, our 
Imaginations would become so accustomed to deal 
with beauty, order, harmonious relations and right 
outcomes that our individual worlds would become 
different and our connection with the world at large 
would be changed. All reforms, all advances in civil
ization have started with the Imagination of one, then 
two, then ten persons; cannot man use this Power 
for betterment, and cease using it in such ways that he 
produces enemies, hatreds, and wars within himself 
and the world around him? 

Such a discipline applied regularly to this particular 
Power does alter the quality of the life in a single per
son; many persons so altered would be a community; 
many communities would make a state; and states may 
become powerful influences for sound thinking and 
right conduct in the world. We all know these things. 
Here is only an effort to make clear the idea that 
Imagination is the Power of conception—of drawing 
together notions from a variety of sources which shall 
make a pattern of newness the world can use. Such 
training must begin with the individual—who has 
much rubbish to cast out of his mind, much investiga
tion of his own thought to pursue, much refurnishing 
of his mental chambers to accomplish. 
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In the first place, the student will endeavor to 
gather sound definitions of this particular word, 
Imagination. If he has been taught to think of it only 
as fancy, it will cost him an effort to begin to think 
of it as a Power with which he has built up disaster, 
with which he can build up joy. Both moods are facts 
of life and must enter the reckoning. If, in the past, 
we have produced too much pain, mental or physical, 
and too much grief, we still have the Power to alter 
the furniture of our minds and rebuild their texture. 

If our Imagination has been allowed to run riot 
among unrealities, if we have built up a world scene 
of confusion and horror out of the stuff of our minds, 
we can also build a different type of drama and we 
would do well to set about it. Taking control of the 
Imagination is not easy; but has that anything to do 
with the necessity? It has not been easy for men to 
learn to keep their bodies clean, or to diet themselves, 
or to refrain from theft and murder; but these things 
had to be done and not many excuses for failure to 
accept such disciplines are nowadays acceptable. If it 
is difficult to change the current of our thinking, it is 
also highly interesting and remarkably satisfying— 
hence well worth the effort involved. 

Using the Imagination with deliberate intent to 
make it do constructive service will help to free us 
from our idol-making tendencies. We will observe 
that with the idea of satisfactory usefulness will come 
a better sense of values; our superstitions will dis
appear, our idols, whether of persons, organizations, 
world movements, or persons in high places will break 
of their own lack of meaning, we shall look upon the 
world with Judgment and sound discrimination and 
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cease to be caught in the vicious circles of misplaced 
adoration, clay feet, and ideals dashed to the ground; 
we shall be better able to perceive the importance or 
non-importance of persons, places, and things and will 
make ourselves habitations of thought from which we 
shall never need to flee. 

Since, as pointed out above, Imagination is generally 
conceded to be the Power of bringing things together 
in the mind, and to produce new conditions, circum
stances, environments, and associations, it is evidently 
the Power to "conceive," or, according to Latin roots, 
to become pregnant with, to take into one's mind, to 
comprehend. If one could imagine two compartments 
filled with hydrogen, and another filled with oxygen, 
and begin to speculate as to what would happen if the 
two were combined, the new thing, water, would be 
hailed as a triumph of scientific endeavor. Yet that is 
precisely what the Creative Spirit has accomplished, 
not only with this particular necessity of our lives, 
but with all the natural things we use both ignorantly 
and indifferently. 

There is in the Creator this vast ability to bring two 
or more elements together with the result that we 
have something different from anything else. This 
Power of God's has been given to man on the scale 
of man's needs—and we have treated it lightly as a 
poet's gift or a lunatic's paradise! The great artist, the 
composer who moves the world, the astronomer who 
has traced the courses of the planets, have all been 
prompted by an idea of perfection, and have fre
quently suffered physical want in their determination 
to express their ideals. It is part of man's equipment 
that he should forever strive toward beauty: it is this 
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search that has led to all manner of original combina
tions of fact, color, form, use, and prophecy: beauty, 
perfection we must have if it takes the last drop of 
our blood to produce it. This is the Power of Imagina
tion exercising itself through us, for, being of God, it 
must express itself in one way or another. It will not 
be stopped: it will do our dirty work for us or carry 
us into heavenly places, but it will not be stopped. 
When our notions of what we can be and do are 
greatly enlarged and purified, our Imaginations will 
have better material with which to effect their com
binations and productivity, and our surroundings will 
become expressive of a heavenly order and grace. 

But what do we want? Peace of mind? Money? 
Pleasant family relations? Yearnings are provocative, 
but hardly productive. It is a picture made up of the 
various elements which have brought joy and satisfac
tion in the past that we need—a whole picture of the 
sort of person one would like to be, of how one's 
relationships should work out, of one's place in soci
ety, one's contribution to the welfare of the world. 
We think much about the way other persons ought 
to look, act, and speak; but we have no Power to take 
hold of their Imaginations. In ourselves we have the 
building material with which to construct new ways 
of being; and it is a well-established statement that a 
man can get what he wants. The metaphysician is at 
least supposed to want to be a better, more kindly 
and efficient person, to desire to be poised and con
trolled within himself, able to meet life and to handle 
it. Can such a state of being be attained by one whose 
Imagination is "stayed" on sinfulness, weakness, and 
catastrophe? The answer is obvious: then why do we 
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waste so much of our time rooting around in the mire 
when the same Power that enables us to imagine pain, 
or guilt, or failure, is constantly at hand to imagine 
freedom from sin, or success, or a sound and healthy 
mind? 

Revive in yourself the strongest feelings of your 
happiest day, the most soothing impressions of a great 
personality, the energies active in the greatest achieve
ment; gather together the memories of success and 
joy, and building a picture of right behaviour, right 
outcome, right relations and dwelling upon these 
things, build a new model of life, catch a new sense 
of Power. Bring together in thought the material of 
a new life, repeat it, hold to it and become a witness 
to the Power of Imagination as a Power of God be
stowed upon man for his use and development. 

Presumably the reader of these pages has accepted 
the metaphysical statement that thought breeds, that 
it has within itself a reproductive Power which leads 
to increase within the thinker, and, overflowing from 
him, spreads to those who pick up the central thought 
and let it grow in them. This is an activity, not merely 
a state of quiescence. The man who regulates his 
Imagination has a very active job on his hands, for he 
exercises great care as to what he admits to his think
ing machine because he knows the product will be in 
quality just like the raw material supplied to that 
machine. And, if in addition to that knowledge, he 
also sees that his thoughts have reproductive Power, 
he has a double responsibility on his shoulders; he 
must not only realize that the brooder will turn out 
chickens, but that if his eggs are faulty, the increase of 
his possessions will bring him no joy. 
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Perhaps one of our greatest difficulties lies in our 
confusion concerning "thoughts" and "ideas." They 
are not one and the same. "In most cases," says Cassius 
J. Keyser, the great mathematician, "and probably in 
all, an idea, on entering the world of consciousness, is 
vague, nebulous, formless, not at once betraying either 
what it is nor what it is destined to become. The path 
of its upward striving and evolution leads toward 
precision and perfection of form." It is at the point 
when the idea begins to take form, is preparing to take 
on precision and perfection, that we begin to think 
about it. The idea is "nebulous." Thought will make 
it definite and clear. As far as we now know, man is 
the only creature on the earth with this special Power, 
and not having recognized it as a gift, we have not 
done so very much with it except on the side lines of 
life, as with beauty; or as with the disasters of life, as 
wars and enmities. Once we catch the thought that it 
is a Power imbedded in us, from which we can no 
more separate ourselves than we can separate ourselves 
from the Power that maintains us, we shall develop a 
new respect for it, and will put it to carefully chosen 

uses. 
Our image-making ability came under the early 

condemnations of the lawgivers of Israel, and many 
punishments were devised for the worker of iniquity 
who produced false gods and set up images. At this 
late day we are beginning to suspect that the image 
makers were not driven forth from Israel, nor from 
the Gentiles either. Nations set up idols from among 
their leaders, individuals make idols of their loved 
ones; and even if, like Dagon, they are picked up after 
having fallen, they fall and fall again until the maker 
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is forced to admit that his judgment was at fault: he 
had not placed his Faith in the indestructible, but in 
the fallible. And no matter how much this discovery 
hurts, we must face it. It is not so much a matter of 
wrongdoing as it is a matter of insufficient Faith in 
Tightness, and an Imagination untrained in picturing 
righteousness. We suffer, and are driven to improve
ment by pain: must this go on forever? 

Thinking of "conception" as a drawing of various 
elements together, and encouraging ourselves to think 
of the innumerable creations of God as combinations 
of effects, we are able to admit that Conception, in 
God, leads to forms. In Him, the Power to bring to
gether is unlimited; innumerable surprises await the 
investigator who holds a narrow view of the world in 
which we live. The allegory in the Book of Genesis 
reveals a process by which thoughts take substance and 
are born into manifestation. If that allegory contains 
a germ of truth, whatever it suggests as true of God 
must also be true of man. We realize that this neces
sitates a flexible definition of God, for we can no longer 
think of Him as a rigid if immense Personality, de
termined to have his own way at all costs. We find 
ourselves thinking of Him as Creator, Adjuster, 
Mover, Changer, Developer, Thinker, Conceiver— 
and when we think of Him in such terms it is com
paratively easy to think of Him as operative in our 
lives, for we create or produce, we adjust, we move, 
change, develop, think, and conceive, both physically 
and mentally. Through the ages this Thinker has 
wrought changes, developed man from a bestial state 
to an upright posture and yearnings in his soul: God 
has finally made man in His image, and man has never 
realized what that means! 
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This Creative Power has within Itself the ability to 
bring Its ideas, Its plans into actuality; and so has man. 
The forms conceived by our Father are visible on every 
side; the forms of life man has elected to realize, are 
also visible on every side. Combinations are fused 
together into world patterns, into group schemes, into 
individual designs for living. Always the tendency 
has been upward: how far upward may we be able 
to push our thinking, our habits, our aims and our 
achievements when we know the Powers with which 
we work, and have set our ideals toward heaven? 

We can conceive a new world, putting it together 
out of our desire for right living, our confidence in 
God as Leader and Protector, and our Love of our 
fellowmen as His children endowed with Powers sim
ilar to His, and able to use those Powers for righteous
ness. If our Wisdom has not yet been sufficient, we 
can alter the quality and direction of it by planting our 
Faith firmly on the Rock which God is supposed to be 
in our thoughts. Holding ourselves steadfastly in the 
idea that He is with us, upholds and prospers us, we 
will find that Faith increasing in Strength with every 
day. Our Wisdom will spring from our reliance upon 
God rather than upon commercial or personal attach
ments, and our discrimination of values will become 
acute and prompt. Then the Power of Love, the 
Power to become at one with an idea, will spring up 
in us, and we shall find our minds cleared of much 
rubbish and a single goal rising out of the clouds. 
With Love comes Power to initiate, to start things 
moving, and a definite image of the achievement de
sired. We find ourselves drawing upon our own in
terior experiences and Knowledge, and because our 
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choice has been made to imagine only "good continu
ally," we are forever freed from that crippling and 
fatal state described in Genesis, as "the imaginations 
of the thoughts of their hearts were evil continually." 

In the mind of man, Imagination is the power to con
ceive life in different, unusual, and unforeseen patterns. 
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Chapter VII 

T H E W I L L 

Will, in the Mind of God, is an idea of decision. 

Decision or choice consisting in giving assent to one of 
the alternatives and the rejection of the rest. 

Dictionary of Philosophy 

The settlement of mental uncertainty or indecision; 
conscious choice or decision of a mental issue. The total 
conscious process involved in effecting a decision; desire, 
struggle and decision viewed as a single mental act. 

Webster's Dictionary 

A persistent confusion in our minds has led us to 
thinking as if Will and determination are one; but 
viewing one's own career, it must be admitted that all 
too frequently one has not had the "Will Power" to 
carry one's determinations to a finish. We have also 
been taught that only the person of strong Will can 
hope for success in life, because only through the 
driving force of a powerful Will can a man make 
himself or others do what he wishes to have done. 

These two errors have caused much mortification, 
and much quite needless pain for we have tried to be
come mighty influences in our world through our de
terminations, and have endeavored to drive others 
into the molds we had selected for them. Either of 
these methods of attaining success has been disastrous 
because our determinations crack up under strain; and 
other people simply do not want us to give them in
struction about their affairs or their relations to us. 
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Those of us who have tried to use "Will Power" in 
achieving our ends have had it made quite clear to us 
that the only safe place to practice that special drive 
we call by the name of "Will Power" is within our 
own borders—within the area of our own thinking 
and conduct; and we also observe that we as a rule 
behave much better when we are not under pressure 
from ourselves but are acting spontaneously and joy
ously out of a strong, clear impulse. 

Another misapprehension about The Will is this: 
We fancy we are manifesting great power of The Will 
when we repress ourselves—repress desires, interests, 
ideas. This apparently has its root in the teachings 
about unselfishness which have led to so many of us 
"holding ourselves in" lest we should tread upon the 
toes of other persons or become overbearing. Psy
chologists have done much to lay bare the inner mis
eries and defeats that have sprung from this cause, 
and we are grateful to them for the help they have 
given us. But help of any kind is only for them who 
take it; and if we are really to profit by their observa
tions, we must learn that The Will, like all other 
Powers that flow from God, is an outgoing Power, 
not merely a repressive one. Discipline should not be 
confused with repression: they are far from being the 
same inner exercise. Under a developing discipline the 
mind would become free because it has become strong; 
under repression, it grows weak and miserable because 
it is not permitted to grow, to seek outlets, to find 
ways of expressing its own individuality, to exercise a 
free and independent ability to make decisions. 

Perhaps all the world is divided into two classes in 
this matter of governing; those who try to be strong-
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willed in themselves and those who are strong-willed 
about others. It is a curious fact that the human mind 
is always attracted by a strong-willed man who can 
subdue others to his bidding; but it is as curious a fact 
that that same human mind will always rebel against 
the conqueror because each man knows, deep down 
in himself, that his Will is his own peculiar Power of 
deciding, and in his soul he wants to make all of his 
decisions himself. And that is as it should be, for the 
Power of The Will is given to man by God so that 
his own conduct may become visible to him—it is the 
tool by which he makes trial and error and the tool 
by which he asserts righteousness. 

In the chapter on Wisdom, we spoke of the Power 
to make choice. But more than choice is required of 
us; expression must be achieved but can only be 
achieved by a type of conduct that carries a sense of 
finality with it. One may stand at a store window and 
admire a diamond for hours; but action, definite, de
cisive action is only attained when we step inside and 
purchase the stone. The Will is the Power to make 
such a decision and to move in accordance with the 
decision made. All these Powers which we exercise in 
achieving our ends are quite without desire or im
pulse in themselves. They are "impersonal" or "self
less" in the same sense that water has no desire as it 
comes from the tap. It just comes. But we may drink 
it, or wash a bottle, or scrub a floor—still the water 
is obedient, selfless, impersonal, doing our bidding 
without objection. So it is with these powers we 
study. The Will has no tendencies of its own; it does 
what we instruct it to do, whether we issue orders 
consciously or unconsciously. And it is worth much 
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thought that, as we free ourselves from the exercise 
of The Will in our personal or selfish interests, and 
come nearer to the perfect Will of God, our decisions 
are more free, more rapid, and more frequently right. 

Perhaps we associate the idea of energy more often 
with The Will than with other powers used in our 
daily efforts to live successfully. Certainly we think 
of it as a "dynamic force," and of people of strong 
Will as "dynamic persons." That may be the reason 
we fancy they are deliberately setting up and throwing 
out into the world those forces we call "vital," and 
regard as highly important to success. But it will be
come clear as we go on with our study that it is not 
because the really strong characters we know are de
termined to release strong impulses in our vicinity and 
compel us to act in accordance with their desires that 
we feel their force, but because they are integrated in 
their purpose, are moving directly upon their ob
jective without a great deal of detailed thought: in 
other words, their wills are quite naturally discover
ing the roads of their Faith and are, without effort, 
deciding toward the chosen objectives. It is just be
cause all their Powers are working together that we 
call them "strong," for a well-directed Faith, sustained 
as it will be, by the Strength of the thinker, and pro
ducing Wisdom in all his ways, will lead to his be
coming one in his heart and mind with whatever he 
has on hand to do; his sense of Power to "get things 
going" will stir him into action, and his ability to en
vision his goal open the way for his Will Power to 
act smoothly. This is concentrated energy flowing 
from the Source of Power, God or the Christ within 

us. 
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This state of being gathered together in our thoughts 
and purposes, of becoming integrated into a unity 
within ourselves is deeply desired by the heart of man. 
It explains why he seeks leaders, why he is so easily 
imposed upon, why he becomes entangled with creeds, 
why he admires and loves to be a soldier. We shrink 
from the changeable, unstable person, frequently re
garding him with frank contempt; for we have a feel
ing that we should know what we want, where it is, 
how to get it, and should go straight toward it. We 
earnestly desire to get our lives into order, to establish 
our ways, to be certain that we have chosen the right 
objective and are moving upon it; but we have scat
tered our energies through ignorance of our own equip
ment, our own nature. 

With this urge constantly working us up to effort, 
we long for Power to enforce our decisions and go 
promptly and enthusiastically to work—upon other 
persons, who quite as enthusiastically resent our intru
sion into their lives and are wholly within their rights 
to do so. Heads of families, of business, of govern
ments, of clubs and societies are gradually learning 
that force is not the best way of attaining their ends, 
but it is also true that many of the world's leaders are 
still convinced that compulsion is the answer to all 
the questions that arise in connection with responsi
bility. Such exercise of The Will always generates re
bellion and solves nothing beyond affording a tem
porary release from a pressing problem. A well-gov
erned and happy people can only arise when they have 
The Will to be that kind of people; they can never 
be driven into happiness and freedom. 

And what is true of people in masses is true of the 
individual; if he sets himself to drive through all ob-
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stacks, he can do it, and find himself a wreck; but if 
he understands that his Will should be exercised only 
in making the decision to attain an end and not at all 
in striking down persons and tearing through hurdles, 
he will find that life will conform to his desires and he 
is truly building his life into a desired pattern at the 
same time he is avoiding control of everybody—ex
cept himself. In himself his Will becomes expressive 
of his intentions and he will find himself relieved of 
the necessity of forcing circumstances and people; 
"things," he will say, "just worked out for me." And 
he will be a happy man. Our Will does control our 
lives, but not through operating on externals. The 
best use we can make of our Will is to reach the de
cision to let the Will of God use us for Its own ends; 
then we shall know what to do, how to do it, when 
to start, when to stop, and decisions will arise spon
taneously and will be right. 

Again and again we are brought around to the 
statement that the Creative Energy maintains Its own 
course. Whether the earth's upheavals have disturbed 
that course, or were planned, we do not know; but 
we do know that no upheaval has as yet put a stop to 
the evolution of life on this planet, to its constant up
ward trend, to the budding forth of the mind of man 
and to his dreams of beauty, of peace, and of joy. We 
can somehow grasp the idea that God is not to be 
deflected from His Way, and that since He has, ap
parently, planned for the evolution of man into a 
highly spiritual being with command of himself and 
his Powers, we are well advised to keep that vision be
fore us and to work with Him, for in the end He will 
have his own way with us whether we cooperate or 

not! Time means nothing to Him; interferences are 
crushed, the work goes steadily forward; and our part 
is to observe the quality of the inevitable which 
characterizes all God's movements and to render our
selves capable of expressing that quality by sharing in 
His plans, His decisions, His methods. 

For He has Power to enforce His decisions; we know 
that. And we also know that such Power arises not 
from wilfulness but from a powerful Will making 
right decisions which become effective because of their 
own Tightness. We have all had the experience of 
trying to do some new trick with our hands, to learn 
some new method with our minds, and we know only 
too well that our fumbling leads to failure until we 
suddenly hit upon the right way of doing or thinking, 
when all becomes clear and we act rightly without 
effort. That seems to be the Way with God. Right-
ness flows from Him. His decisions are right because 
His directions are right, His Strength, His Wisdom, 
and Love are right, and all His Powers are cooperating 
toward the one end—the expression of Himself 
through man. Please bear in mind that we are not 
suggesting that the Powers mentioned herein offer a 
complete list of all the Powers of God: we wish to 
repeat that these particular Powers appear to be those 
most intimately connected with manifestation; and 
since man is an instrument of manifestation, using an 
extraordinary implement called "Mind" to bring 
about his desires, we need to think more closely about 
those Powers involved in bringing forth ideas—the 
Twelve Powers so briefly touched upon in these pages. 

Man seeks rightness in his living: why? Because it 
is the Will of God for him to be right. But God does 
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not force man to be right; He gives him the Power 
of Decision and lets him find his way. If He held man 
to a given pattern of conduct, man would no longer 
be free, but would be helpless in the hands of Deity, 
the slave of Deity's determination for him. "We can
not think of Spirit as being compressed, unfree, sub
ject to confinement; we cannot think of man at his 
best without also thinking of him as free to find his 
own way, to make mistakes and to rectify them, to 
make his trial and locate his error and so win his way 
to the right and comfortable way of living. This ap
pears to be the Will of God for man; and man will 
best serve his own interest when he recognizes his 
Power of Will as his ability to decide rightly rather 
than a bludgeon with which to force circumstances. 
God probably can enforce His own Will, but does not 
do it. Man is constantly trying to compel others, and 
as constantly failing to accomplish his purpose. The 
Way of God is by decision within Himself, not by over
powering: is it not time man learned this lesson? 

Will, in the mind of God, is an idea of decision— 
not the decision made, but the Power of Decision. 
Man ordinarily seeks to know what all of his decisions 
are going to be months and years in advance; some 
day he will understand that no decision can really be 
made until the moment for making it arrives. There 
is little use in telling oneself one is going to say this or 
do the other: we have too often surprised our
selves by saying and doing the opposite. And although 
we may think at this moment that the house we plan 
to purchase will become our possession, we should 
know by this time that any one of a thousand cir
cumstances could arise to stop the purchase. One 
somehow senses that God has decided that man shall 
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express Him; and He is letting man work out the de
tails. We can decide to let God lead and guide us, and 
the details, the circumstances, the decisions will make 
themselves into a pattern of peaceful loveliness which 
we could never accomplish out of our personal dis
orderly and anxious thought. 

There is a quality of unswerving fidelity to an idea 
in the Divine Mind which we should consider more 
carefully and let predominate in our own thinking. 
For us it would work out as unfailing adherence to a 
general plan of life the details of which we must tackle 
one by one as they appear, but which vary so greatly 
in color and in texture we do not often see their rela
tion to the whole. Right there is where we must re
examine our Faith and see if it is wholly directed 
toward God. He knows His Own Plan and has in
finite patience with its unfolding; we know little be
yond the moment in which we live. But if our Faith 
is steadfast in Him, this moment and the next are in
teresting to us only as brief opportunities for Love 
and agreement with Him. Such an attitude makes 
clear His "Will for us as wholly good, and His "Way 
for us as wholly beneficent. We shall not cease our 
activities; on the contrary, we shall be more active, 
more wise than ever before, for, giving ourselves to 
His "Will for us, we shall move in a straight line 
toward the "strait" path and find it "narrow" only 
because He upholds us so closely that there is no room 
for stumbling about. 

"Will, in the mind of man, is the power to act 
decisively. 
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Chapter VIII 

U N D E R S T A N D I N G 

In the Mind of God, Understanding is an idea of right 
relations. 

In order to reach the Truth, it is necessary once in one's 
life, to put everything in doubt, so far as possible. 

Descartes 

—the source of concepts, categories, and principles by 
means of which the manifold of sense is brought into 
the unity of apperception. 

Dictionary of Philosophy 

In spite of the fact that we all too frequently use the 
. word "understand," we rarely ask what goes on in our 
minds when that process we call "Understanding" is 
at work. Often we connect it only with hearing, as 
if hearing and Understanding could possibly be one 
and the same thing. One is the registration of sound, 
and the other is the apperception of meaning. Not 
all sounds convey meaning; some cause fright, some 
definite pain to the nerves and most of them, in a 
great city, for instance, simply scrape the surface of 
our attention and stir us not at all. But Understand
ing is a definite movement of our minds according to 
a certain pattern or pathway; we must make an effort 
to disentangle that process or pathway from our con
fused thinking about knowledge, information, and 
"Wisdom. 

We have already pointed out that Wisdom is the 
right application of knowledge; and that information 
may or may not be real knowledge. Understanding is 
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a proper and harmonious adjustment of knowledge 
derived from information into a comprehensible and 
complete pattern. It comes, said William James, when 
there is a certain "click" in our minds in reference to 
a matter under study. It is a falling into right position 
of the factors of a problem. It is a fitting of each part 
into right relations with every other part so that the 
complete conception appears clear and whole. 

In order to attain such perfection there must be 
examination, testing, trial, the detection of error. 
Those persons who merely accept all statements made 
to them because of the relationship of the speaker or 
the authority of the person, do not understand; they 
only accept without question, without doubt. When 
put to a test, they can give no reason, can confess only 
to a blind Faith, and do little to really advance the 
thinking of men. But those who do question at least 
from time to time, who must be shown, who must 
have proof—they aid thinkers to express themselves 
clearly and help to reduce important statements of 
truth, whether scientific or metaphysical, to terms that 
can be readily grasped by ordinary folk. 

It is a common saying that one "sees the light" when 
Understanding of a problem dawns. For much of the 
time man walks in darkness in his mind and therefore 
in his affairs, so that the sudden shaking down of his 
thoughts into a comprehensible design laid out before 
him is to him as if a sudden shaft of brilliant light had 
broken into his mind and released him from his help
less confusion. For confusion is the opposite pole to 
Understanding. According to Young's Concordance, 
one of the ideas sought to be conveyed by our English 
word "understanding" is "a sending together." In 
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confusion everything is tangled; in Understanding, 
parts are sent together into a figure, an idea, a design. 
"On a certain day," says William James, "the real 
meaning of the thought peals through us; and we cry, 
I've got it!" 

Our universe is laid out and held in place on the 
basis of right relations; and that principle is so firmly 
established in Creation that it does not occur to a 
man to imagine the sun will fail to rise in the morning. 
Since we are able to perceive the activity of this 
principle on a large scale, perhaps we can learn to 
apply it to ourselves and realize that all details of our 
daily living should be in right relations, one to an
other; and until they are so rightly related we shall 
be conscious of confusion and pain, and be haunted by 
a desperate feeling that we "cannot understand life." 

Such a sense of right relations as we seek will be 
found to have its roots in discipline, or study, or prep
aration by gathering information and letting Wisdom 
make a choice. Another interesting point is this; 
Understanding cannot be forced. It will invariably 
take its own time to reveal itself and the student may 
almost despair of finding it. But if "a man willeth to do 
the Will, he shall learn of the doctrine." That is, that 
man who is willing to take the instruction, is ready to 
be obedient to the teacher of a new system or a new 
idea will presently discern why he has been asked to 
do certain things. The doctrine, the teaching, the 
meaning, the design will presently appear to him in 
sharp outline, and he will "know what it is all about"; 
he will understand. 

We have, then, to free our minds of the ignorant 
notion that knowledge of fact necessarily implies 

Understanding. A child can know a hammer from a 
nail and a chair from a piece of wood; but not until 
he has tackled the chair with his hammer and nail 
will an idea of right relations be brought home to him. 
That is why we adults need to ponder the meaning of 
Understanding and to cease tossing the word into dis
cussions as if the mere use of it carried meaning. We 
have for so long confused Knowledge, Wisdom, and 
Understanding that our thinking is constantly mud
dled up by our misapplication of the words, and the 
"cloud of unknowing" becomes constantly more dense. 

Obedience is perhaps one of the finest traits be
stowed upon the human being. There is that in us 
which seeks to be obedient to a respected teacher or 
leader, and feels most comfortable when it is aware 
of being humble before the great. But it can get us 
into serious trouble when we do not know what we 
are seeking, what we are doing. It has come to pass 
that we take it for granted that the obedient child, 
man, soldier, instructor, or preacher, really under
stands the implications of the instructions he obeys. 
We move blindly because we fancy that prompt obe
dience implies Understanding: it does not. Just at this 
point in man's mental history, there appears to be a 
growing tendency to grasp meanings and consider 
them before rendering obedience; but until the major
ity of men inquire closely into the probable effects 
of the things they are asked to do, we shall continue 
to be mixed in our notions of obedience in relation to 
Understanding. We need housecleaning on this point. 

Nor does the possession and use of the intellect ne
cessarily indicate Understanding. Intellect appears to 
be the particularly human ability to isolate facts from 
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their context and examine, classify, and pigeonhole 
them. A man may have much knowledge and all of 
it in a jumble; or he may have great intellectual powers 
of analysis and little ability to synthesize his knowledge 
to any useful end. Intellect serves its purpose, but can
not ever be the successful master, for by its nature it 
separates, divides and subdivides. A wise boss is that 
man who utilizes the various abilities of his men to 
produce a whole product; he will use his intellect to 
analyze and place his workers, and his Understanding, 
his sense of relationships, to get out his goods. 

It will help the metaphysical student if he will en
deavor to think or to remember that, as a cultivated 
human being, he has an innate feeling for, or an ap
preciation of, sheer rightness. When that feeling is 
frustrated, we feel disturbed, distressed; and when it 
is gratified, we are at peace, joyous, satisfied. We have 
a great many notions about the way life should be 
which we cannot justify by experience; but we feel, 
just the same, that life should be orderly, beautiful, 
richly content. This is due, one supposes, to the fact 
that the Godlike nature of us peers through the veil 
from time to time and demands full expression. Any
how, that feeling for Tightness is always with us, and is 
our urge toward Understanding, or getting the details 
of our living into proper relationships. 

And we have many moments in which we clearly 
lay hold of Tightness and find ways to make it effective 
in our living. Ordinarily we seek to make ourselves 
attractive, our homes charming, our lives successful, 
never thinking we do so because of an inner Power 
driving us into Tightness. No; we make every sort of 
excuse, from saying that our furniture is old-fashioned, 
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to defending our personal tastes, and enlarging upon 
the virtues of education. All these efforts are the out
come of a deep necessity for getting ourselves right, 
righteous, into a heavenly state of mind and body. 
Once we begin seriously to consider this Power of 
Understanding we shall discover that it pushes us into 
our attempts at regulating our relations, getting our
selves into right professions, and getting along happily 
with our connections. Any Power given to man by 
God demands expression at its best. Failing the highest 
avenues of expression it will nevertheless push him 
into some sort of release for its special type of activity. 
And man will never rest, never be wholly content, 
until this Power of right relationships is set free to 
work on the highest level—the spiritual plane of 
living. 

One of the results of general public education is the 
widespread interest in such subjects as anthropology, 
geology, psychology, and the long list of other ologies 
which have recently been put before the public in in
expensive forms although the printed matter has gener
ally come from experts in their own lines. "Book-
learning" has undoubtedly met a deep hunger in man 
for knowledge of the world in which he discovers him
self. Curiosity has been the whip that has driven him 
on to observe, remember, pass on his information and 
to profit by his own and others' experience. In other 
words, the deep hunger for knowing why things act 
as they do, why combinations are good or bad, why 
persons are lovable or hateful—always the desire to 
understand has kept man studying, thinking, seeking 
to grasp meanings and connections. 

Quite early in our history we began to feel the im
portance, if not the value, of life, and to ask "Why," 
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and "Where to?" Such a search for meanings, begin
nings and endings has been the starting point of all our 
philosophy, religion, and current metaphysics. Pro
gress has only been made when minds have cast doubt 
upon general convictions and endeavored to phrase 
other conceptions of Creation and its significance for 
man. The greatest problem ever set before human 
Power to understand is this: what is man's relation to 
Invisible Creative Spirit? To this one can only say: 
When he sees himself in his true relation to Creation, 
when he knows himself to be Spirit as his Creator is 
Spirit, his earthly problems will resolve themselves into 
order, and he will be forever freed from the nightmare 
burden of a useless, inexplicable life without meaning 
and leading nowhere. 

"The righteousness of God" has come to mean much 
more than was formerly conveyed to us by our teachers 
who left us under the impression that God was an 
embodiment of right rules, right conduct, right Judg
ment. Today, to the metaphysician, "the righteousness 
of God" implies the totality of right relationships 
having their origin, their support and their continua
tion in Spirit. And because God is the continual pro
genitor and sustainer of rightness in every department 
of life, man, being in his nature like God, also has 
Power to manifest rightness. This he will accomplish 
more readily as he learns to turn to and rely upon the 
Source of Righteousness and realizes that God's right
eousness includes and is ready to infuse itself into every 
department of life. The spiritual life will then become 
a daily effort to discover the Way of God; it will 
cease to be misinterpreted into a determined dash at 
God with the intention of getting just what one wants 
when he wants it! 
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The works of God are rightly related, the one to 
another; He holds his planets in place and holds the 
human race in its path of self-discovery. He will not 
force changes upon us. He waits until we perceive 
meanings; and then he waits while we experiment with 
ideas and find a way to express them. There again man 
can expedite his own affairs by quietly waiting for 
rightness to be revealed to him instead of plunging 
about as he has in the past. Since God knows His own 
plans and does not make mistakes, man's errors should 
not be attributed to Him, but should be understood 
to have their origin in man's incomplete thinking, 
his too rapid movements, his great impatience, his fear 
and selfishness. The Creative Spirit, entirely untram-
meled by such personal approach to problems, moves 
in freedom through vast areas—and man is able to 
liberate his own thought into the Presence of Pure 
Being when he chooses to do so. But again we would 
point out the necessity for knowledge, discipline, and 
obedience, for these are paths to an Understanding of 
the spiritual life. 

Because we are fearful and prejudiced, we make fre
quent mistakes in estimating values in life; we do not 
distinguish between the package and the contents and 
often find we have purchased nothing at all although 
it was beautifully tied up. "With God, there is never 
such a lapse of Understanding. He evidently does not 
underestimate nor overvalue. But He is free from in
dividual inclinations or desires. Man is driven by his 
personal interests and fears and can only be persuaded 
with difficulty to believe that in the Impersonality of 
the Love of God lies his safety. Because the Mind of 
God must grasp all things as a unit—not a series of 
units, but as one Creation—He can see all items in right 
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relation to one another, and man can profit by the gift 
of Understanding if he will only endeavor to live by 
the idea that he is a unit in God, not a separated cast
away thrown out into a bitter world entirely on his 

own. 
Once we begin to think in such terms about our

selves and our relation to the world and to our Creator, 
we begin to understand why we have made so many 
mistakes; why our lives have been so often touched 
with bitterness and failure; why we have not been the 
free and happy souls we feel we should have been and 
must be in the future. And again we ask ourselves 
searching questions about the goals of our Faith; just 
what are we aiming at in life? Just what do we believe 
in to the extent of taking action about it? Surely we 
know by now that Strength flows into our Faith, and 
a divided Faith will divide the Strength. If our Faith 
is disintegrated, our Power of "Wisdom will consume 
itself in much effort, in various paths, in many trials 
which will produce error; but if our Faith is whole and 
sincere, our Wisdom will guide it to its chosen end. 

Only the power of unifying all things, the Power of 
Love, can make us into a complete individual, with 
Power to initiate right action. Imagination will pro
vide us with the vision, the conception; the Power of 
decision, the Will, then moves us to wise decisions; and 
all the various elements of a situation, a life, an enter
prise, or a discovery will fall into their proper places 
because the Power of Understanding finds itself re
leased into a cleared field of action in which it moves 
freely to locate the factors of the matter in hand and 
bring forth a perfect arrangement. 

In the mind of man, Understanding is his ability to 
discover right relationships. 
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Chapter IX 

O R D E R 

Order, in Divine Mind, is an idea of unfolding, of 
evolution. 

—that action increases as it goes on, that it creates in 
the measure of its advance, is what each of us finds 
when he watches himself act. 

Creative Evolution, Henri Bergson 

—all life, animal and vegetable, seems in its essence 
like an effort to accumulate energy and then to let it 
flow into flexible channels, changeable in shape, a t the 
end of which it will accomplish infinitely varied kinds 
of work. Creative Evolution, Henri Bergson 

Mathematicians take a great interest in Order, and 
hold that it involves the idea of "betweenness," for cor
rect placing of factors brings certain of them between 
others. Churches use the term to indicate groups of 
persons who have accepted a given rule of living ̂  or 
thinking. Military men are much given to issuing 
"orders"; and yet none of these meanings help the 
metaphysician who is seeking a word to convey the 
fact that while the planets in their courses move in a 
given order, it is, more importantly for human beings, 
an observable fact that there is a certain progression 
of events in the growth of a seed, the development of 
a tree, the unfolding of a life: there is an Order of 
events which repeats itself endlessly on this earth, and 
the object of these repetitions appears to be progress, 
development, evolution. 
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There is a fixed procedure in the unfolding of a 
plant: seed, darkness, moisture, roots, stem, leaf, blos
som, fruit. And it is never broken. Considered on a 
large scale, ideas go through a similar process; the pro
cess also holds for the small ideas appearing in a quite 
dull human being. In the case of any one plant or 
idea we do not find the effects in advance of the seed; 
we have become convinced that a physical or mental 
development has a history traceable from seed to result. 
There is in nature a constant effort to multiply, to im
prove and increase life forms, just as there is in man 
a constant urge toward betterment of his conditions, 
his prospects, his hopes. Evolution is nature's first law, 
and man is involved in the scheme. "Whether he is only 
a rung on an immense ladder that he is building as he 
goes on through the centuries, or whether he is the 
culmination of one line of endeavor, the fact is that 
he is constantly suffering tortures in his efforts to 
raise himself from what he imagines himself to be to 
what he imagines he ought to be; and because of such 
efforts, through time, he has at least reached a point 
at which he can recognize his mind, endeavor to train 
it, and be aware that he is doing it in Order that his 
children may be a better race than the one he knows. 

Gerald Heard is convinced that the Order of Man's 
evolution demands that we give our best attention to 
our spiritual natures, having reached the highest stage 
of which we are capable on the physical side. And he 
confidently expects that if we will devote our efforts 
to uncovering and living with the spiritual aspects of 
ourselves, we shall develop into conscious sons of God. 
Always we encounter the idea of unfolding, growing 
into something different from that which, at the mo

ment, we are. This is the great spur to our minds and 
the hope of our hearts; and we are justified in our ex
pectations by the story of evolution revealed to us by 
scientific research into the history of the world. 

It is well, therefore, for us to abandon our estab
lished way of thought which convinces us that Order 
refers only to placing things. If "order is heaven's 
first law," it must imply more than merely setting ob
jects about in selected spots: life is so rich that tiny 
spots cannot be of much concern to it. But vast 
forests are placed where they will grow, where varied 
forms of life may appear, where variations from estab
lished forms may lead to new types. We little mortals 
are much more interested in the trees than in the 
forest; and we are greatly in need of looking at the 
forest oftener than at the trees. 

Another stumbling block to a broad comprehension 
of Order is the notion held close to the heart of many 
persons, that the way of living most pleasing to them 
is the only reasonable Order of life. That attitude 
leads to argument, to proselytizing, to military force, 
and to a complete failure to apprehend the meaning 
of life, of the Order of heaven, of truly right placing 
as well as of the conception of an unfolding process 
forever going forward on this earth. 

The studious mind which really desires to free it
self from bondage to notions deep within the heart and 
disguised as "right views of living," will grasp the 
statement that the individual will not achieve either 
his own right station and activity in life nor his future 
unfolding into improved conditions by endeavoring 
to compel other persons to act as he thinks they should 
act. For too many of us, order means a type of con-
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duct of which we approve, a social group conforming 
to a pattern acquired as habit or made to suit one's 
self. Such thinking offers no opportunity to the other 
man to find himself, to discover his own uses or pur
poses; it produces petty rulers and autocrats, and 
causes a deep disturbance of relations which frequently 
generates disease if not insanity. 

One man's type of Order leads to a thought-out 
system of filing his papers; another's provides him with 
a desk piled high with letters and telegrams; one keeps 
early hours, the other, late; they both do business, and 
are perhaps, equally successful in their undertakings: 
who is to judge of their ways and pronounce upon 
them? Each one must ascertain his own scheme of 
Order in his possessions, in his unfolding life. It is the 
law of our natures that we endeavor to make im
provements. In the process of our evolution we seek 
betterment, growth, expansion, and better effects. It 
is an overwhelming impulse in us that drives us for
ward on the path of evolution: it is the impulse or 
Power of Order established in the nature of man that 
we are considering in an endeavor to understand this 
peculiar ability over which we have, in the past, ex
ercised no deliberate control, but which is now in
truding itself so clearly on our consciousness that we 
are beginning to plan for a world at peace, for happy 
and comfortable lives for all men, for beauty and 
harmony on every side. We are the grist out of which 
better men are made: the Power of Order has us in 
its grip. But if we know something of the process in 
which we are moving, we can facilitate it, can co
operate with it. 

We are able to perceive systems and have been able 
to follow the Order of the heavens, for instance, for 
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many centuries. The scientific mind has trained itself 
to observe events much more obscure than the move
ments of the planets, and we now know a good deal 
about how a seed acts when it is put into the ground. 
We are even able to talk intelligently about the un
folding or evolution of our minds and souls. Order 
and system have come together in our thoughts, and 
we are now reaching out into the invisible world, con
sidering Powers whose origin we cannot see, but whose 
forces play upon and within us at all times. And we 
are able to speak of the Powers of Man as energies 
provided him by the Creative Spirit which, through 
the centuries, have developed from faculties to Powers 
with which he can achieve his heart's desire. Man is 
a powerhouse, generating or giving forth energies at 
all times; and in the development of his awareness of 
his soul, he becomes conscious of his ability to produce 
results; he works toward given ends and is no longer 
the helpless victim of life because he has acquired a 
degree of control over it. 

In these brief chapters, we are seeking to suggest a 
system of thought by which ideas become manifest. 
While we know that the delivery of an idea into the 
world depends upon the inner force of the person 
who conceives the idea, we have not given much at
tention to the process by which the delivery is 
achieved. If we know the principle upon which an 
engine is built, and the machine is not doing the work 
expected of it, we can discover the weak spot and 
rectify it. Can it not be true that if we know some
thing of the thought-steps taken when we deliver an 
idea, a thought, an act, or a word into the world, we 
can detect the source of weakness if we also know 
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II 

something of the process of preparing the child of our 
minds for usefulness, for life? 

Probably all professions give much attention to the 
techniques required by their professionals. Spiritually-
minded persons tend to ignore that necessity and to 
take the attitude that training and spiritual develop
ment must be wholly dissociated. But the great saints 
have made it clear by their life-stories that they 
adopted a system, practiced it, and came to under
stand it. The Order of their growth was revealed to 
them; and there was always an Order that was not 
only a systematic way of life, but certain steps to be 
achieved. "We must be able to perceive a system, to 
grasp it, and to analyze it if we are to be able to pre
sent spiritual training to that seeker for Truth who 
is willing to submit himself to a discipline and to adapt 
himself to its Order. 

The danger is that we become determined to find 
and assert a rule: that is the foundation of creeds, 
sects, narrowed convictions and harsh judgments. We 
need to cease confounding the Order of Heaven with 
our individual determinations. A sufficiently broad 
view of Order as a Power in the soul will clear the 
mind of such tendencies, and establish in the student 
a conviction of his Power to express a satisfactory and 
progressive Order, a much more beautiful and valu
able Power than the mere ability to place objects in a 
chosen arrangement, persons in groups or classifica
tions, or to force circumstances. 

Human desire for definite arrangements, for a 
scheme of thinking or a plan for a house, is one of our 
marked characteristics. It has led to laying out cities 
in blocks, to planning campaigns, to the modern effi-
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ciency expert who knows where everything in an 
office ought to be because he knows just where it will 
be most serviceable. We are always on the alert for a 
system of living which cannot be overturned because 
we "have a feeling for" eternal values. Our mental 
history indicates clearly that every stage of develop
ment reached by man has been regarded by him as 
final and unchangeable: only a few hotheaded radicals 
have seen the necessity or the possibility of change! 
And even today, when there is more interest in de
liberately changing conditions than ever before, it is 
with the hope that an Order of life will present itself 
which can be welcomed as permanent. 

Through the centuries we have learned to observe 
and abide by certain successions of events as the ap
pearance of the planets, the movements of the moon, 
the changing seasons; these things we accept as inevita
ble and we arrange our lives around them. And we 
have risen to the high level of imagining Order in 
things invisible—in laws of mind, the application of 
mathematics to infinity, the possibility of many orders 
of activity of which we are now ignorant but which 
may be made to serve our purposes, all by nature de
manding right placement and free unfolding. We plan 
for the future, endeavor to foresee events, are 
prompted by ideals—all because we are certain that 
given a certain type of beginning, the end can be fore
seen. Probably we are not aware of the tremendous 
hold the Power of Order has upon us: we shall profit 
by investigating it. 

Again we must remind ourselves that we are en
deavoring to understand a type of activity imbedded 
in our physical and mental make-up: we are not trying 
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to understand special phenomena; we are seeking a 
law. Law is necessarily impersonal; the individual has 
no importance before it: it is indifferent to material 
value. Set certain types of force into motion, and you 
will get certain results. In other words, this Power of 
Order will express itself just as cheerfully in connec
tion with villainy as with virtue. The original choice 
lies with the individual; and he must take the conse
quences. So if a man drinks hard liquor he can de
velop into a tank for hard liquor—a most unpleasant 
person. If he elects to drink of the wine of the Spirit, 
he can become a bright, capable, attractive and suc
cessful person, good to look at and delightful as an 
associate. The Order of his unfolding will be con
trolled by the starting point: if his Faith is placed in 
goodness, righteousness, clean thought and clear-cut 
action, the Power of Strength in him will support that 
Faith; he will with Wisdom choose such contacts with 
life as will enable him to keep his path; and his ability 
to become a unity in himself, an integer, the Power of 
Love, that which David called "mine integrity within 
me," will carry or float him into becoming a well-
unified mind, a stable character, a purposeful and in
telligent person. 

Approaching the problem from a different angle, if 
one suddenly concludes that his life is lacking in all 
types of Order, if he finds himself "at sixes and at 
sevens," and can become imbued with the idea that 
there is a way of establishing himself in peace, self-
control, and a progressing life, he will by the conclu
sion alone raise up his Power of Faith into new direc
tions and the Power of Strength which has heretofore 
been dissipated in the "sixes and the sevens" will re-
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orient all his thinking so that his progress on the newly 
chosen path can be prompt, gracious, and successful. 

His observation of the fundamental movements of 
the stream of life should be helpful at this point, for 
the fact that the Universe is entirely orderly as to the 
placing of its parts and the unfolding of its seasonal 
activities is forced upon him from the pages of news
papers, magazines and the host of valuable books on 
the nature and evolution of the world around us 
which constantly pours from our presses. 

The Creative Spirit moves matter, adjusts condi
tions, develops events according to an Order which 
we can only guess at, and which we continue hopefully 
to guess at because without such an idea to give us a 
sense of dependability, we feel lost in a fog of help
lessness and hopelessness. It is when men become hope
less and feel themselves helpless that disaster lurks in 
the background; and probably that is why religions 
have grown up through time: they offer men a hope 
for the future which renders the present endurable. In 
recent years our scientific men have admitted a con
viction of plan, thinking, evolution behind the man
ifest world, and while they hold out no promises for 
the future, their concessions to an invisible Thinker 
have had a great effect upon many minds that "had a 
feeling for" Order but were not in a position to defend 
their ideas. The newer religious teachers, those who 
have freed themselves from old convictions and in
herited limitations of thought, are reaching out toward 
such interpretations of the activity of the Creator as 
will enable man to meet his daily problems well. 
They have been stirred by the idea that the man 
who lives a right life here will be in a good or satis-
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factory relation to the life to come. Therefore, our 
liveliest interest should be devoted to the affairs of the 
hour, looking at them as manifestations of the Love 
of God: we can then act from a conviction that the 
"mind stayed on Him" will be at peace. 

In the Divine Mind, Order is an idea of unfolding, 
of evolution, of development. The three words are 
used because each carries a somewhat different sug
gestion to different minds; and it is the desire of the 
present writer to avoid a didactic tone—to be sug
gestive rather than dogmatic. 

If, then, Order in the Mind of God, is an idea of 
unfolding, we shall greatly help ourselves by regarding 
our own lives as unfolding processes adapted to the 
best interests of the individual. If there are details in 
the current manner of life which annoy, irritate, or 
mortify, let us remember that in bringing the world 
to its present stage of civilization and beauty, the Cre
ative Spirit has discarded many types of life and pro
duced new ones. Once we think of ourselves as Spirit
ual Creatures with Spiritual Powers, we take a new 
lease on life and cheerfully go to work to discard use
less ways, re-orient our minds, reorganize ourselves. 
Such reorganization develops most rapidly in those 
who are entirely willing to let go of their past and be
gin anew. It is the new idea, the new start, the new 
direction of Order that frees us: why do we hesitate? 

The metaphysician interested in applying laws to 
the religious life promptly realizes that the Creative 
Spirit is always encouraging men to "be perfect, even 
as your Father in heaven is perfect." There is a strong 
urge in us to become Godlike; and we find that urge 
satisfied in the Biblical injunction to "Come unto Me." 

Also we have the statement that "every knee shall 
bow"; when we read these words as the statement of 
a law rather than as a command, we grasp the idea that 
man's chief work is the realization of the Presence of 
Spirit, and that the first law of heaven is a recognition 
of the Order of the Creation. 

In man, Order is the power to unfold, to evolve. 
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Chapter X 

Z E A L 

Zeal, in the Mind of God, is an idea of unflagging in
terest, inspiration, enthusiasm. 

Ardent and active interest; enthusiasm; fervor. 
"Webster's Dictionary 

For the zeal of thine house hath eaten me up. Psalm 69:9 

Here again is a word with which we associate states 
of mind and do not connect at all with a definite type 
of Power within the individual which, if it is kept 
awake by wholesome and well chosen interests, makes 
him "a live wire"; but the lack of which, in free and 
righteous activities, leaves a man cold, indifferent, 
lackadaisical and stupid. Again and again we must re
mind ourselves that we are thinking of these Powers 
as integral parts of our Spiritual equipment; that no 
man lacks any or all of them; that all men have free 
use of them; and that many of us pervert these inex
haustible Powers to base uses because they have no 
choice in themselves and can only obey the impulses 
imparted to them by the thinker. 

Enthusiasm is too frequently connected with com
petitive struggle, for, to the materially-minded 
thinker, there can be no enthusiasm without a mate
rial end in view. A moment's thought should dissi
pate that notion, for the great martyrs, for instance, 
did not for one moment lose their Zeal, and they well 
knew their end would be the stake or the dungeon. 
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Our current inclination is to argue that man would 
cease to make any effort at all if he were amply pro
vided for on the physical level, when we know very 
well that many persons who are so wealthy that it is 
not necessary for them to think of money, immedi
ately find for themselves other lines of effort in which 
they can excel physically or socially. Our Power to 
be intensely interested, intensely active, intensely 
thoughtful is established in us: it is for us to direct it 
to ends we deliberately choose and let ourselves flow 
energetically, enthusiastically, in the stream we indi
vidually have set in motion by the directed Faith. 

Another striking error many of us make is in think
ing that we are most wise when we confine our en
thusiasms to personal interests. It is somewhat strange 
that although we are taught from early childhood not 
to be selfish, we are also taught by example as well as 
precept, that if we do not look out for ourselves no
body else will do it. Generally we trim up this sort 
of thinking by talking glibly about "ambition"; but 
it boils down to a conviction that every man had best 
conserve this enthusiasm for his own interests, for no 
other person will work as hard for him as he will 
for himself. 

It is true that our parents and our educators and 
our propagandists endeavor to inspire us with Zeal 
for a dogma, a church, a society, a government. But 
no one considers that Zeal is a special type of energy 
bestowed upon all men for divine purposes—perhaps 
mainly to stir the creature to such fiery action that he 
will get results instead of merely drifting through life 
like a leaf on a stream. Without this Power of Zeal 
we would be indifferent, careless, ineffective. With it, 
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and with it in control, we become beacon lights in the 
world of philosophy, science, and religion. It is 
righteous Zeal we need, Zeal for right results, not 
competition with other men. Our interest can be set 
on fire over a wholly impersonal matter, but we have 
not given much attention to releasing energy for im
personal ends in our people. And what is more re
freshing than to meet an elderly man or woman who 
can still sit on the edge of his chair, lean forward, and 
speak with enthusiasm (not mere emphasis!) on a 
favorite topic? A life spent in pursuit of personal am
bitions is likely to end in a sense of defeat; but the 
Power of Zeal, held to a great purpose, a public bene
faction, a deep, interior development of the individual 
produces effects that are inspiring to beholders and 
satisfactory to the worker. 

Faith is our Power to direct our lives into chosen 
channels; Power is our ability to initiate a movement; 
but Zeal is our Power to continue, to carry on, to 
carry through, to take steps in our thinking, our 
methods or our lives which will make it imperative 
that the matter be brought to a conclusion. 

Since without Zeal no project would ever be com
pleted—and the world is full of unfinished business in 
the desks, the minds, and the hearts of men—we gather 
that only through the fiery push of Zeal will an enter
prise be brought to a finish and attain the distinction 
of achieving completion. The zealous student, politi
cian, laboratory worker, soldier or preacher becomes 
known among his associates either as a success or a 
bore—but he is known, is distinguished among the 
crowd, betrays marked characteristics, and makes 
something of a stir. That can never happen to the in-
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different person; he merely tries the patience of his 
friends, if he has any, and drifts into oblivion even in 
a small circle of acquaintances. 

The "divine afflatus" of the ancients was thought 
to be a gift directly from on high, because when this 
moving inspiration fell upon the soul the recipient 
became different—perhaps poetical, perhaps musical, 
but it was clear that he was stirred by an enthusiasm 
which made him different from other men. Spiritu
ally-minded folk consider great Biblical prophets to 
have been inspired from on high; and the more daring 
even think it possible for a man in this day to be "in
spired by the Holy Spirit." Fire from heaven that 
would consume the dross and purify the soul, leaving 
it cleansed of stupidity and ready to express great ideas 
in the language of mental and spiritual giants, is the 
hope of all artists to this day. It is a fact that we al
ready have this Power; but we have not given thought 
to it and do not know how to release it or to direct it 
into such channels as would be of common benefit. 

Vivacious, sustained and keen interest affords a 
beautiful sight, for the one so stirred becomes alive, 
snappy, eager, positive; and ideas flow readily and with 
precision. We feel uplifted in such company whether 
we sympathize with the ideas expressed or not. But 
the dull mind, the too slow movement of the body, 
the withheld interest—these render us almost dis
tracted when we have to face them and perhaps live 
with them. We seek to find a way of thinking, a 
scheme of life, of thought, of investigation which will 
offer us an extensive field for our operations. Some
how we know that the Zeal of the Creator is unfailing 
and that we should also be so occupied that our at-
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tention and our activity would never flag, never be 
delayed, or suffer interference. There is within us a 
constant urge to express a vitality, a flame-like quality 
which burns within us, and is repressed because of our 
uncertain Faith in life, our untrained sense of Power, 
and our poor choice in directing our forces to the 
"good life." 

But we know the Power of Zeal when we meet it, 
and we tend to worship it as a special gift from heaven; 
we do not yet know that it is a prescribed step in the 
process of getting an idea into manifestation and a 
Power given to every human soul. Misapplied, mis
directed, lacking control, we see it leading men into 
all sorts of traps, pitfalls, dark places in the soul where 
there is much suffering. Once we grasp the idea that 
our Power to be enthusiastic is necessary to the bring
ing forth of ideas, we shall be able to regulate our
selves to its legitimate use, and shall be able more 
quickly to reach our goals. 

It was the psalmist who cried "the zeal of thine 
house hath eaten me up." It was Isaiah who realized 
the "zeal of the Lord of hosts." Paul used, the word 
frequently, for he knew the raging fire of conscious 
purpose, and, under its lashings, carried the Gospel 
through the ancient world. Today a man so stirred by 
an idea that he gets out and digs for it is likely to be 
called a "radical," as if all radical changes in the ways 
of men had not arisen in the minds and hearts of men 
so zealous for their cause that contemptuous names 
applied to them counted for nothing: they had a job 
to do and worked at it. The world is in need of ardor, 
great fervor in pursuit of an ideal. One imagines that 
the Christ was on fire with His awareness of God: 
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certainly He left a group of men who were on fire with 
His teachings. But we of this day are in the main too 
well-mannered to turn ourselves loose in the seeking 
for God; we hold ourselves in a way of polite calm
ness which disturbs no one—does not, indeed, even 
disturb the individual enough to shake him out of his 
way of indifference and weakness. If "the zeal of thine 
house" is to eat one up, it can only be done when we 
are willing to give up our habitual trains of thought 
and go eagerly and persistently after new ways. It will 
be an interior change of which one need not speak to 
others: when such a change is accomplished, it will 
become easily legible in changed manners, speech, af
fairs. The ardent soul, seeking God, becomes fired by 
an inward flame which will consume the dross of cru
elty, fear, and insincerity, and leave only the Spirit's 
pure substance from which to mold the life. 

In Young's Concordance we find the word "jealous" 
defined as "zealous." The Lord our God is a zealous 
God; that is, He is of One Purpose and will prosper 
that man who is of One Purpose in the sense of being 
more zealous about the commands of the Lord God 
than about the demands of "the world." As children, 
we were taught and the Bible states that He is a 
"jealous God"; and most of us have been nervous 
about provoking Him all through the years. Jealousy, 
to the mind of the hour, is a deplorable state to be 
in; why should God descend to it? But read "zealous" 
instead of "jealous" and all the statements about the 
jealousy of God become intelligible; for He is the very 
Source of that interior, Spiritual Fire which renders 
man quite different from all other types of created 
things on earth. Man is able to catch something from 
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high places in the spiritual world, and must do so if 
he is to manifest ability to carry himself further up the 
ladder on which his feet are set. The persistent urge 
within him to "come up higher" keeps him improving 
his affairs, and will continue to do so until the last 
rung is reached. 

We who are interested in this series of Powers in 
man are beginning to realize that we must take hold 
of ourselves, guide and direct these gifts, and become 
fully aware of the nature and possibilities of our soul 
equipment, just as we are becoming aware of the na
ture and possibilities of our physical equipment and 
our mental gifts. Psychology has spent its energies 
listing, analyzing and studying man's actions after they 
are performed; it is the hope underlying this little 
book that they will begin to study human energies 
from the point of view of Powers rather than mere 
acts. With what can a man work in himself if he is 
only a series of hungers, sneezings, and sexual im
pulses? If he has at his disposal certain Powers within 
himself, he has the wherewithal to produce changes 
at will, and need no longer be merely the result of 
accidents in his love life, his mental processes, or his 
social relations. A powerhouse is under control: 
should not a man be, also? 

Whatever it is that creates and maintains this mani
fest world, It never deserts for even a moment, takes 
no vacations, no naps. Its interest in the thing It has 
produced appears to be unflagging, zealous, enthusi
astic. What, one asks, would happen if It withdrew 
for a few moments, or even for one moment? There 
is no reason to suppose that Creation could continue 
if the Supporting Energy ceased to operate it; there-
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I fore we have to assume that all Creation is constantly 
sustained by the Creator; and we observe, with grati
tude, that Its Presence is at hand. All contrivances of 
which we know anything, that is, all machines, only 
"go" when Power is applied to them; and therefore 
we cannot imagine this world "going" on its axis, as 
it has for untold centuries, unless Power is applied to 
it or poured into it, or generated within it; and in any 
case, we are driven to the idea generally expressed in 
the word "God." As the Supporting Energy never re
veals Itself except through Its works, we say it is Spirit; 
and of Its Zeal in maintaining Its own productions, we 
have ample proof. 

We can see, too, that Spirit has been decidedly 
zealous in improving the forms of expression It has 
developed on the face of the earth in all three king
doms, mineral, vegetable, and animal. It demands 
greater variety of expression for Itself, changes the 
type and style of life for men and beasts, and alters 
plants in ways that leave us breathless when faced with 
the variations within a species. In other words, Spirit 
demands complete freedom of expression and so 
presses upon man from within him that he, too, is 
stirred to making great changes in himself, finding 
larger areas for his activity, and more channels through 
which his fiery impulses toward "the good life" may 
flow. Our God is a zealous God: we, being made in 
His image, are a zealous people. The Divine Fire 
flares up, blazes new paths; we become so engrossed 
with the labor involved in hewing out the new road 
that we almost sink under it. When we are quite out 
of breath and ready to give up, there comes another 
push of the Spirit, another impulse to change and im-
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prove, and so through the centuries, civilization has 
brought man as far as maintaining fairly good rela
tions with his immediate neighbors, although he has 
not yet developed ability to treat his world-neighbor 
as he himself would like to be treated. The point here 
is that we are subject to the Zeal of God in flares al
though we know that He is steady, steadfast, eternal; 
when we come to realize that because God is zealous 
we also are full of Zeal, we will study this Power and 
learn to use it as God does—continually, without in
termission. Then we shall be a people full of grace and 
of the Power of the Lord, for, with our Faith secure 
in Him, our Zeal will be righteous and pure. The Zeal 
of His house will have eaten away all the ancient limit
ations which are rooted in fear, and we shall walk like 
giants in a world at peace. 

In man, Zeal is the power to maintain his interest. 
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Chapter XI 

E L I M I N A T I O N 

In the mind of God, Elimination is an idea of emergence 
from bonds. 

Eliminate—to turn out of doors; to throw off. In 
physiology, to expel from the system. 

"Webster's Dictionary 

Any act of creation is an act of renunciation, the re
jection and denial of all possible worlds except the one 
which it brings into existence. 

Salvation by Laughter, by Dudley Zuver 

The spiritual life is of necessity a growth, and all growth 
represents renunciation as well as achievement. 

Evelyn Underhill 

The above quotation from Evelyn Underhill is 
wholly true, but perhaps leaves the idea that renunci
ation is a characteristic only of the spiritual life. There 
is no growth whatever without renunciation or elim
ination of bondages, for growth itself implies expan
sion or the overcoming of interferences, limitations, 
or, on the mental level, of inhibitions, fears, conven
tions, ignorances. 

The seed in the ground must first of all break 
through the shell protecting the germ; then it must 
work its way up through a vast number of particles of 
earth; it must overcome the weight of air; must tri
umph over winds, hot sunlight or the lack of warmth, 
and, having formed the new seed, it must renounce its 
own product and cast it into the earth. The principle 
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involved does not attract much attention; we are used 
to these things and give them no thought; particularly 
do we give them no thought in connection with our 
own mental and physical growth processes. We think 
of growth as accretion; but from the moment the life 
germ in the seed becomes active it is working against 
obstacles which it eliminates; it renounces its com
fortable dark home in the hard shell of the seed, and, 
bit by bit, leaves old conditions behind it as it advances 
into new conditions which we sum up as "growth." 
Every departure in life involves renunciation; every 
advance means the rejection of the old; every child 
that is born has, through the law of its nature, left the 
dark protection of the womb to venture into a new 
world. 

Our customary association of renunciation with 
religious practices of piety and self-sacrifice render it 
a bit difficult to seize upon the idea of renunciation 
as a way in which life acts at all times—as a principle 
of growth with which it is necessary to conform if 
expansion is to be gained. In connection with the 
•elimination system of the human body we have built 
up a notion that it is an unpleasant detail of which the 
less said the better, and no one tells us that unless 
elimination is maintained there will be no new growth, 
no new cells, no healthy flow of life forces; that is, 
no one connects the need of elimination with the 
idea of cleanliness for expansion, but only with the 
need for keeping the corners and dark spots of the 
body clean. 

Renunciation as a pious exercise of the Will toward 
unselfishness or mortification of the human body 
alarms most of us so that the word is infrequently 

used in conversation. It brings to mind the "suffer
ings of Jesus Christ," the agonies of martyrs, the pain
ful unselfishness of parents. In the main, the word is 
associated with a meager life undertaken in a spirit of 
self-abasement; and it is far from popular. Is it not 
time we began to recognize that elimination is a detail 
in the development of an idea, an invention, a body, 
government, or nation? An idea that is brought to 
birth, to service in the community, will have been 
through various stages and kinds of elimination: the 
superfluous will have been shorn away, the limitations 
broken, the fear of different conditions overcome. 
An inventor makes many changes in his machine 
before it is ready for the market: he has eliminated 
error after error until at last he has a contrivance 
ready to do successful work. A human body first 
renounces its warm, secluded home in the act of birth, 
then sets up elimination of the useless products of its 
body, and, as the mind develops, renounces dependence 
upon the mother and attains its own independence. 

A government endeavoring to conduct itself according 
to its adopted plan, must necessarily eliminate all ideas, 
conditions, and persons in opposition to its plan—and 
there you have the reason for the slaughter of men and 
women in all periods of the world's history, when they 
have opposed the government under which they lived. 
This is not an apology for slaughter; it is an attempt 
to point out that without constant elimination there 
would be no progress along any line, for there is 
always death and therefore there must also always be 
elimination. From a very early period in the history 
of man he has been trying to keep his own particular 
race pure, and has made frequent and desperate efforts 
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to eliminate influences he regarded as harmful to his 
ideals. The tribes of Israel had severe ordinances on 
this subject; and modern Germany has carried its 
conception of this need to amazing and horrible 
lengths. But this very fact should help us to observe 
the activity of elimination as a necessity in the scheme 
of life. 

Again it is necessary to remind ourselves that we 
are studying impersonal activities that obey their own 
laws, exercise no likes or dislikes, and have no sense of 
right or wrong. The more we can dissociate the large 
movements of Creation from our own notions of the 
suitable, the desirable, or the imperative, the sooner 
shall we be able to use the forces of our spiritual nature 
to advantage. When we think of elimination being 
turned against a race, as it has been in Europe in re
cent years, we should be able to disentangle the activ
ity from the direction it has been given by the mind 
of man: elimination is a sound principle even if men 
do misuse and misapply it. And it is with the principle 
we are concerned at this moment, not with its appli
cation. That, we shall find, will depend upon the 
selection of goals, upon our ideals, upon the ends to 
which our Faith is directed. 

As usual, much housecleaning must be done before 
we can utilize this Power wisely. In the first place, we 
must get rid of—eliminate—the notion that God re
quires men to live misery-stricken lives marked by lacks 
of every kind. That is an ancient teaching in which, 
one judges, nobody really believed, for while that 
teaching was being given from every pulpit both the 
preachers and listeners were, in the main, trying to 
become rich. Current efforts to evoke in our minds 
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a better grasp of what we are actually doing have led 
us to understanding that poverty of this world's goods 
does not necessarily produce a saint, nor do riches in
evitably produce a villain. The conviction that all men 
should have an ample supply of this world's goods and 
that no man should have a great deal more than he can 
wisely utilize is growing, and has its roots in a law of 
God that the man who obeys His commandments, is 
strong and of very good courage, shall be provided for 
in every respect. It is an old teaching and has proven 
itself through the centuries. During those periods of 
history when men were more enslaved than they now 
are, more willing to endure slavery and therefore more 
ready to lead lives of misery, the instruction of the 
priests kept them hoping for comforts in the next 
life that were not to be hoped for in this. But those 
days are, one hopes, past; certainly such thinking to
day indicates a slavish spirit, not that of free men. 

Another line of thought imposed upon men in the 
past led them to condemn their own bodies as sinks of 
iniquity from which they should seek deliverance at 

' the earliest possible moment—and few men really be
lieved that; at least, they did not act upon it even when 
they claimed to have accepted it. If the body was an as
sortment of shocking tendencies to evil, why the em
phasis on continued living? And men have always 
sought to keep their lives, even in the most puritanical 
days of body-condemnation. This, and the notion of 
poverty as a virtue, are under strict examination in 
these days, and when we talk of elimination we now 
mean, not the elimination or renunciation of the 
goods of life and of our physical bodies, but of the old 
established terrors, inhibitions, and inconsistencies of 
which we are thoroughly weary. 
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Every generation of young people makes a stand for 
freedom from the habits and practices of its elders: if 
it did not, there would be no changes in the world, no 
movement of mind or spirit. The effort to get away 
from current conventions is the effort to eliminate 
bondage, not merely a headlong desire to make old 
folks unhappy. With years comes a better sense of 
proportion, more discernment as to what should be 
renounced and what held dear; but the struggle be
tween the generations continues while no one con
siders that the renunciation of the past is just as neces
sary as conservative holding to the progress gained. 
These considerations will bring light on the need for 
and the service of elimination; and we can perceive 
its value at this point in the development of an idea, 
a project, a living creature, or the Kingdom of Heaven. 

We will endeavor to think of Elimination or Re
nunciation as our especially useful and important 
Power to cast off physical, mental, or spiritual limita
tions or bondage. There is in us an impulse toward 
entire freedom; but that freedom cannot be attained 
until all intolerance, all that unfits us for liberty, is 
cast off. About such matters the world is thinking, and 
thinking hard today. The metaphysical student can 
contribute to world relief by realizing what he himself 
is doing and what he desires to do for mankind. As 
he comes to understand that this process of Elimination 
is a necessary step in attaining an ideal, he will better 
understand himself and his fellow men; he will know 
that he himself is squirming free from ancient habits, 
and he will be able to assist in the birth of real freedom 
in his neighbor because he will know how ideas are 
born. 
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We live in a time when men have set their faces 
against pain, sorrow and sickness. For many years, 
the newspapers and magazines have emphasized health, 
a sound body, the simple, cleanly life. There has been 
a definite movement toward eliminating suffering from 
our world. The goal has not been reached and the 
effort continues. It is the fact of the effort that in
terests us here: we are not discussing either its failure 
or success. 

And it is noticable, if one must go to "funeral par
lors" often, that the former demonstrations of grief 
are now quite out of order. The "sorry" person or the 
"sorrowful heart" are required to keep their distance 
from ordinary grief-stricken groups: we want cheerful
ness, happiness, richness and content about us. These 
former sources of interest and excitement are no longer 
popular, for there is an unspoken demand that the 
sorrows of the world be held in control and no longer 
paraded around to attract sympathy. 

The metaphysician seeks to Eliminate from his 
thought all notions or attitudes which might in any 
degree interfere with the free action of the Christ with
in him. Therefore, he renounces his pet grief, his great
est aversions, his favorite and familiar fears and dislikes. 
This he does because he understands what giving up 
the world means: it means freeing one's thoughts from 
bondage to outer conditions, and "making plain the 
paths of the Lord." Renunciation means, not the 
abandonment of the idea of a happy and gracious 
life, but the giving up of deeply rooted convictions 
about the sinfulness of men and the depravity of one's 
own mind and heart. This sort of Renunciation clears 
the way for the inflow of the Holy Spirit which never 
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insists upon the taking of such cleansing steps, but 
which just does not act freely when the thought is en
cumbered with useless rubbish. 

The story of mankind is the story of improved 
physical, mental and spiritual conditions; or, to put 
it another way, the story of the Elimination of diffi
culty in order that achievement might be won. As a 
rule, we give much more thought to the progress than 
to the difficulties overcome; but in this consideration of 
the Powers exercised by man in the outworking of an 
idea, we must give heed to the overcoming, just as the 
woman in childbirth must make a tremendous effort 
to cast the new growth out into the world as an inde
pendent being. The mother is eliminating the new 
body, the child is renouncing its soft, warm nest. And 
without this step, there would be no birth. 

The practice of magic was one of man's earliest 
methods of freeing himself from restrictions: the 
enemy could be cast out, the storm could be averted, 
the future and its uncertainty resolved by examining 
entrails, making wax images, or mixing nostrums. 
Knowledge of these things helps us to realize that we 
have always been aware of limitations and have sought 
with determination to overcome them. Later than 
magic arose the custom of passing laws, making rules, 
and forcing regulations upon society. The control and 
Elimination of interferences with the individual, com
munity, or nation is the aim of all thoughtful men 
although they think of their own conduct only in 
terms of "progress." hut what is progress but the 
Elimination of disorder and pain? 

Cultured man invents contrivances for his comfort, 
to reduce his labor, to enable him to "borrow time." 
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He desires to have more leisure to renounce his past 
and expand into an ideal state of consciousness. He 
seeks books to help him; he visits foreign countries 
to broaden his mind and heart, he works his way out 
of a narrow mind into breadth of vision and "wide-
ness" of compassion by eliminating his habitual re
strictions, by renouncing his past. The "old fogey" 
is never a favorite: he is unable to enter into current 
attitudes toward life: he remains in his old age just 
about what he was at sixteen. The man or woman 
whose company gives us peace and joy is that one who 
is wholly adjustable to circumstances, can always enter 
into the spirit of the group, and will avoid referring 
to the ways of the past as if they were to be renewed 
and continued forever. The practice of Renunciation 
is one faithfully, if unconsciously, carried on by the 
intelligent mind, for such a mind knows that unless 
room is made for new and different interpretations 
of life, life will calmly pass one by; and the awaken
ing to the fact that one is just standing on an old road, 
"standing pat" upon the sidelines, while the stream of 
activity has flowed past carrying with it the youth and 
vigor of Creation, is far from comforting. 

In Divine Mind, Elimination is an idea of freedom 
of movement. And, as far as history is read by man, 
the Creative Spirit has eliminated many obstacles in 
its way, for Its progress has never been permanently 
checked. Read by the geologist, this earth tells a story 
of discarded forms of life, of changes on the surface of 
the earth, of tremendous upheavals through which 
Creation has moved sublime and undisturbed. As 
the anthropologist sees the story of man, he has em
erged through many changes of form and degrees of 
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intelligence, often in such subtle ways that the shift 
from one level to another has left no clear record. But 
the outlines of the complete story are there; and the 
stupidities, ignorances, or lack of wisdom of the crea
ture have had to give way to higher levels of intelli
gence, greater ability to handle life, and more persis
tent seeking for the things of the Spirit. The biologist 
tells us a story of mere life developing into more and 
more complicated forms, the lower types becoming 
only a background for what we call the higher. 

And so it goes. All through the story of the world there 
runs the appearance of forms and types later discarded 
for more intelligent, more complex manifestations of 
the Creative Spirit. And this could not have taken 
place if Spirit could be compelled to cease its activity at 
any point, if It were not entirely free. This freedom 
of the Spirit, this inner drive to discover and live by 
the ways of freedom is one of man's grandest en
dowments—and has got him into no end of trouble 
simply because he has had to learn the difference be
tween freedom and license. At this writing, the world 
at large is struggling with that problem under great 
pressure. But for those who grasp the idea that man 
seeks freedom because God is free, light is shed upon 
the current struggle; it appears as a crucial point in 
the growth of man which he must face and live 
through because he must some day express freedom of 
every type—not only freedom from fear and from 
want, but such freedom from all manner of bondage 
as shall reveal his true nature and render him the equal 
of all the gods. This must have been what Jesus had 
in mind when He spoke of the truth making men free. 
Being spiritual creatures, they are free by nature and 
will some day realize the meaning of their great gift. 
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Being of that group of persons who think that man
kind has progressed rather than declined through the 
years, this writer is sure that it is through the Power 
of the Whole Spirit to overcome obstacles, the Power 
of Elimination in man, that he has conceived the notion 
of freeing himself from his trammels, throwing off 
slavery imposed upon him, and, at last, becoming 
eager to free himself from self-imposed limitations 
which he has, heretofore, ascribed to society, to mas
ters, to governments. Once we recognize the Power of 
Elimination as a heavenly gift and understand that 
it belongs to the individual who discovers it, we shall 
go to work on our own private slaveries, bondages, 
and restrictions and shall find ourselves able to do 
better work in our own weed patches than we have 
ever done in our neighbors'! As Spirit must work 
within Itself, so must man work within himself. Spirit 
changes the outer world through ideas, so must man 
change his environment by changing his approach to 
the world. As Spirit is free to discard a type of life, 
an interference or limitation, a whole race of men or 
pattern of animal life, so must man understand that 
he is free in his own soul to get rid of pictures, patterns, 
histories or false imaginings which have heretofore 
crippled him. 

Another reason we have for thinking of this gift 
of final choice as an activity of God moving in the 
hearts and minds of men is this: men are somehow 
sure that there is a right way to do everything, and 
that everything should be done properly. All our 
struggles with matter have had their origin in this 
certainty; and all our interior struggles with ourselves 
spring from this veiled knowledge that we should be 
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right. The prophet's line which states that "God is of 
purer eyes than to behold iniquity" expresses the con
viction that we should not be involved with iniquity 
because God has discarded it. Knowing well that such 
a statement probably stirs up many questions as to the 
origin of evil, the reader is asked to drop them for the 
present, and to grasp the thought that man has an eager 
appreciation of perfection and is constantly trying to 
realize it. One admits that he has made innumerable 
mistakes and involved himself in much pain; but could 
he have experienced the pain had he not realized his 
shortcomings? God, the Principle of Good, moves 
sublimely through time, calmly working out the details 
of a beautiful and peaceful world, just because He 
does not stop to "behold iniquity": He goes on with 
His work as the Producer of Good. 

And that is a point by which men can profit. When 
we are convinced that God is steadfastly maintaining 
His way toward the perfection of mankind, we shall 
be better able to understand ourselves, our failures and 
that gallant courage, that patient valor, which keeps us 
working in the face of the heaviest odds. The Holy 
Spirit is our Spirit. It is working in and through us. 
It stirs us to cooperation with It and brings us to realize 
that the beautiful tone, or the lovely song, or the 
marvelous dream of loveliness in our hearts is the 
Creative Spirit setting a pace for us; and that if we drop 
the vision, we shall be lost. Then we go to work to 
Eliminate the obstacles, whether they be in our habit
ual thinking or appear to be in the outer world; but 
we must also be so pure in our devotion to our objec
tive that we shall spend no useless time on the difficul
ties. We must yield wholeheartedly to the great push 
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within us toward expression, toward Life. We will 
use the Power of Elimination to cast off all restraints 
that our minds, our projects, our futures, may step 
freely and bravely into that activity we call Life. The 
activating idea has reached the hour for birth, and is 
now ready to achieve expression! 

In the mind of man, Elimination is the power to 
cleanse and free himself. 
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Chapter XII 

L I F E 

"What is termed life has its source in an idea of action. 

Charles Fillmore 

Life—The most general attributes of life or livingness 

are the capacity of adaptation and the exhibition of 

growth and differentiation. Webster's Dictionary 

Many as are the words which have been used about 
life through the years of man's thinking, no satisfactory 
definition of it has yet been evolved; and it is, of all the 
Powers of man specifically used in bringing forth an 
idea, the most difficult to describe. The dictionaries 
make a sharp distinction between organic and inorga
nic life, leaving the reader asking himself whether there 
is really a difference in the life itself, or whether it is 
only a difference of degree. For our purposes, since 
we wish to think of life as a Power for activity which 
is inherent in man, and, according to those scientists 
who tell us that every formed object is an assemblage 
of atoms in a high state of motion, we will take advan
tage of our privilege of settling upon a definition and 
endeavoring to abide by it. We will include both 
organic and inorganic life in the word "activity," and 
concede at once that activity is everywhere in varying 
degrees of intensity. 

If we think of life only with reference to organic 
creations, we are faced with questions as to what be
comes of the life when the creature "dies." If we try 
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to think of inorganic matter as without life, we ask 
how can it then add to itself or disintegrate? We are 
dealing with an idea of life rather than with a type or 
any number of types of life: we need to define the word 
in terms that will be applicable to all forms, organic 
or inorganic. It is at this point that Charles Fillmore's 
statement that "life has its source in an idea of action" 
helps us. Life, in Divine Mind, is an idea of activity. 
Such an explanation of the word renders it possible 
to speak of the "life" of a rock, of a building, a shell, 
a man, or a planet. And this is quite a common prac
tice. It gives us that broad basis for thinking of life 
which is necessary to the scheme of thought suggested 
in these Chapters. We make no pretensions to being 
"scientific." We are quite candidly advancing a theory 
of a scheme underlying all Creation, all manifestation 
of the thought of man, all of his planning and achieve
ment. No doubt flaws can be discovered; but it being 
fundamental to the thought of a metaphysician that all 
things are governed by law, and that to bring forth an 
idea, a business, a henhouse or a child a certain series of 
mental and physical steps will be taken, either con
sciously or unconsciously, we are interested in an en
deavor to understand what goes on in the individual 
when he is struck by an idea and brings that idea into 
form. The process must be the same in every case; 
the actual steps taken will differ, but the general 
scheme of action must be the same—if there is a Law. 
And since Law underlies all the proceedings of nature, 
of the body of man, and according to the psychologists, 
the mind of man, each individual must take all the 
necessary steps, whether he takes them rapidly or 
slowly, whether he is aware or not. 
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That activity is inherent in Creation one can hardly 
deny. There may well be discussions as to the type of 
activity, the intensity of it, its goals; but there is no 
doubt, if the scientific men are correct, that every 
single thing on the face of the earth is a mass of moving 
particles. This gives our thought a movement founda
tion which renders it quite easy to think of Life, of 
action, in connection with our minds and bodies and 
with all objects around us. We are never separated 
from such movement, and cannot be. Activity is a 
feature of the world in which we live, and we, as body, 
Soul, and Spirit are constantly active, constantly taking 
in and casting off, constantly appropriating and dis
carding. All the Powers of the human mind and Soul 
are engaged in "living"; we are part of the vast stream 
of Life that runs through and permeates, supports and 
maintains this earth. We can well say "Life is every
where present," and perceive what was in the mind of 
Paul when he spoke of living, moving, and being in 
God. 

In the preceding chapter an endeavor was made to 
show that the achievement of an individual expression 
of Life is preceded by the throes of elimination, of 
casting off bonds, of a sometimes desperate effort to 
gain freedom from the shell of a seed, the womb of 
a mother, the tradition or prejudice of a family, or the 
conventions of mind or community which tend to 
hold one in a captivity which must, one feels, be bro
ken. When that break is achieved, the freed mind 
is aware of a vast relief, of a great urge to be itself, 
of a sense of expansion and joy which fills the heart 
with eagerness, excitement, interest: who knows what 
may go on in a plant when it cracks the shell of the seed 
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and finds itself above the surface of the earth with its 
face turned toward the sun? 

To conquer and appropriate such views of life as 
are here suggested may prove difficult because all our 
training has impressed upon us that Life first appears in 
a human being when the child is born: our information 
tells us better than that, but we take no pains to clear 
our thought of ancient ignorance. We tend to regard 
an idea as without meaning until it is produced in the 
physical world; but ask the man who has been nursing 
an idea for years, as Howe nursed the conception of the 
sewing machine in his mind. Was there no Life, no 
activity in it before he got an actual machine together? 
Our ideas, whether concerned with family, business, 
spiritual welfare or the Kingdom of Heaven must be 
astir if they really affect our living. There is Life in 
them long before they become manifest; but when 
they at last disentangle themselves from all the strings 
of fear, limitation, anxiety and cold terror—when 
they finally break forth into the right word or act, then 
we say "It has come to life!"; we experience something 
of the feeling of triumph experienced by the mother 
who has succeeded in delivering her child. We mean, 
"It has achieved individual expression and value." 

We need, then, to work our way out of certain well-
defined misconceptions. The Principle of Life is much 
more than a vague distinction between organic and 
inorganic matter. Such words as have been translated 
"life" in the New Testament, conveyed, in the original, 
the idea of motion, activity. To limit the definition 
to two states of matter, "the living" and "the dead" is 
not enough; Life as activity fits any type of manifesta
tion and helps us to cease drawing lines of separation 
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in our thought which cannot be established by science 
with any finality. 

The next step is to free ourselves from the notion 
that "life" as mind activity belongs only to human 
beings because they have special abilities lacking in 
other levels of Creation. We have no real information 
as to when Life, in its generally accepted meaning, 
begins in a human creature; and the fact that his body 
becomes rigid and no longer has the Power of motion 
does not prove that the spiritual activity which is a 
man has ceased to be when his Spirit departs from its 
house, leaving it cold and stiff. Activity still goes 
forward in the disintegrating processes of the house; 
we assume that spiritual activity continues in the more 
important, the spiritual aspect of the person. The 
period of months or years spent on this earth in human 
form is most probably only a temporary phase of de
velopment; activity of some kind must continue be
cause everything of which we have any knowledge is 
expressive of motion, of change, of inner development. 

Nor can we be at all certain that Life has attained 
its highest level in man as he is. Those students who 
are trying to control their minds through the practice 
of meditation have an objective; they expect that be
cause of their control they can direct their minds to 
high places, to the abode of Spirit: and reports of suc
cess in that achievement are many and authentic. The 
metaphysical student is quite consciously endeavoring 
to "raise his consciousness" because he is not satisfied 
with himself as he discovers himself; he wishes to alter 
the content of his mind and attain better levels of 
thinking, acting, and associating with his kind. There
fore prayer becomes a discipline rather than a seeking 
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for comfort; searching for the Kingdom of Heaven 
becomes a dominant interest rather than an effort to 
get a particular material object; and meditation proves 
to be regulation of all the forces of Life rather than a 
mere effort to escape the confusion of the hour. 

It is the Life Power in man that coordinates all his 
energies and makes of these Powers a unit from which 
and through which force plays upon the inner con
sciousness and matter. In lower types of creation, in 
the life of a stone for instance, there is a coordination 
of particles, a relation to surroundings, a utility not 
always understood by us but existing, nevertheless, 
which keeps the stone in its occupation, whether it is 
part of a New England stone wall, a boulder in the 
Garden of the Gods, or a piece of ore in a mine. Man's 
situation is greatly complicated by his consciousness, 
but he comes under the laws that govern the forming 
and maintaining of other objects, although he always 
manifests extra abilities, such as free movement and 
consciousness. Life, as an abstract idea, must be the 
same in all things; differences of form or development 
or usefulness can have nothing to do with the primary 
principle. 

We dislike "lifeless" persons. Our "feeling for" the 
Power of Life is so strong in us that we instinctively 
shrink from persons who appear to be lacking vitality 
or purpose or good courage. Our admiration for the 
"lively" person who can take hold, guide a party in the 
woods, or an army in the field, or even be "the life of 
the party," is swift and positive. We are drawn to Life, 
repelled by its apparent absence. Our need of know
ledge as to the springs of Life and how to tap them 
is very great, and scientific analysis does not help us. 
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Information as to how Life acts does not tell us how 
to tap the source, how to draw the activity of living-
ness to ourselves, how to become expressive of the 
Life that is God. In order to achieve this desirable 
end, it is necessary first to clear the mind of prejudice 
and to be willing to accept an approach to the problem 
which will be quite different from the training of the 
past. And here we are again faced with another point: 
movement is the beginning of form. Life takes shape. 
It does not remain unexpressed. It builds for itself 
a house, a form, it makes itself manifest. The history 
of the earth is the story of Life seeking satisfactory 
forms of expression; the history of an intelligent 
human life is the story of an inner stream of activity 
seeking to win to itself the type and style of form 
which will best express itself. Life is not static; it is 
full of movement, vitality; in its highest expression it 
will have eliminated all restrictions and will move, 
free and clean, a God-Power of delight. 

Man is a surprising collection of ideas, thoughts, 
feelings, emotions, desires, possibilities: he is an epitome 
of all the types and forms of Life on the earth. Within 
him is a field of operations on which he is tried every 
moment of the day; and when he recognizes that his 
opportunity for Wisdom, for Power, for Understand
ing is before him on this field, he will no longer be 
afraid of it, but will enter upon it with a conviction 
that the Life of God within him will carry him 
through. 

The continuity of the Creative Spirit and the con
tinuity of Life in its infinite variety on this earth tend 
to confirm the definition of Life as activity. This defi
nition makes no differentiation between various grades 
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or types of life, but includes all degrees of activity from 
the lowest to the highest. Studies of the classes, degrees 
and quality of activity belong to the scientists, not to 
the religious mind; for we are seeking only such terms 
as will enable us to grasp the conception of Creation 
constantly going forward under the impulse of a con
tinuing energy. The name "God" is short, well-known, 
and conveys at least something of this all-inclusive 
statement of the movement of the Creative Energy, 
for It evidently never falters in Its purposes, 
never halts on Its pathway. What It initiates, man 
cannot stop. He is as a dead leaf on a powerful stream 
when he tries to interfere with the rising of the sun, 
or the breaking of day. This fact of the unfailing 
determination of God to carry on is almost beyond 
the grasp of the human mind, which falters before 
it, yet is supported in times of weakness by the knowl
edge that notwithstanding what happens to the in
dividual, the Great Movement still goes on. The con
viction of dependability works like a stout armature 
within the mind and body; the sense of vastness and 
immensity of Power emboldens one to look aloft; the 
certainty that the Plan of Spirit is that the earth 
should be fair and rich and its children peaceable, 
intelligent and joyous brings order out of chaotic con
ditions and comfort out of disaster. 

The early practice of magic, the development of 
the medicine man, the worship of nature and finally 
the devotion to Jehovah all help to make it clear to 
modern thinkers that man has endeavored to capture 
and to use invisible Powers. In hours of darkness we 
pray to them; in happier times we give thanks that 
They are with us; but in the main man has not 
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doubted that such spirits or the Great Spirit were 
always with him. 

The alchemists tried again and again to produce 
Life, as inventors have tried to produce a machine 
that would move perpetually. No man has yet suc
ceeded in discovering the secret by which Spirit keeps 
everything rolling through the great stretches of time. 
Man cannot develop Life activity in any combination 
of matter he has as yet gathered together although he 
can exercise some control over its appearance in his 
fields, in his animals, or in the growth of the seed of 
his body. But he cannot bring Life, the Principle of 
Life, the essential and invisible something which makes 
the difference between the "quick and the dead" into 
manifestation at his bidding. This great stream of 
movement alters its forms, appears in greater or lesser 
volume, but as far backward as the mind of man can 
reach, there has always been some type of motion on 
this planet, and as far forward as his hope and aspira
tion can stretch his soul, he sees Life, expanding, be
coming more harmonious, and offering greater oppor
tunities for self-expression to God's children. 

This Power of Livingness, this Life that is God, 
presses upon man for daily recognition. The scientific 
mind investigates all forms of matter as organic or 
inorganic life, while the religious mind thinks itself 
into "the Presence of Pure Being," both moving in 
answer to a great urge within to find the Source of 
their own activity, the answer to the urgent questions 
in their hearts and minds. And always the end sought 
is the freeing of the body, the mind and the Spirit in 
man into greater expressiveness, greater joy. This 
Power of Life is indomitable in its determination to 
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raise the consciousness of man; and, in the case of a 
particular project as the bringing forth of an invention, 
a house, a government, or a tea party the process is 
the same: the Mind of God or the mind of man moves 
from desire for direction (Faith) to enduring purpose 
(Strength), to choice of path (Wisdom) to singlemind-
edness of intent (Love). Then follows ability to start 
the necessary forces (Power) and to conceive the details 
of the form (Imagination); a decisive quality appears 
in thought (Will) and the right way, the right relation 
(Understanding) becomes active. At this point a dif
ferent element appears, and the whole project begins 
to unfold (Order) while enthusiasm rises up and claims 
success (Zeal), the idea definitely emerges freed from 
the difficulties which have haunted its progress (Elimi
nation) and activity, Life appears—the creature of the 
mind, or the heart, or the body is born. Delivery 
takes place. The creature is freed into an independent 
life of its own. "Unto us a child is born" is the repeated 
cry of humanity, and great satisfaction and joy ac
company the achievement. We would do well to grasp 
the fact that natural processes are always the same, 
and since the birth of an insect, a foal or a child always 
follows the same lines, the probabilities are that the 
birth of an idea also follows an established path. 

Somehow we know, we always have known that this 
series of manifestations which we call the world is 
backed by Spirit, a word here used to suggest the idea 
of invisible Power producing visible results. In his 
darkest hours man has turned to the invisible; and, 
while the notion of great Powers inherent in man is 
by no means new, it is only of late that even small 
numbers of persons have begun to ask questions about 
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the Powers of man. The metaphysician realizes that 
such inquiries spring from an inner urge to release 
these Powers into the conscious possession of man so 
that he may be better able to handle his Life and make 
more definite progress on the road to letting the Holy 
Spirit guide and illumine his Life. This outline of the 
Powers man unconsciously exercises in his daily life 
will, it is hoped, stir other minds to closer study and 
observation, and to better comprehension of the tools 
with which he is equipped to bring the Kingdom of 
Heaven to pass here on earth. 

For there is no type, degree, or form of our living 
in which we are separated from the Whole Spirit, from 
Life. We are active in mind, in body, in our affairs. 
Totally inactive we cannot be; and we have the Power 
to "stir up the gift of God which is within" us by 
attention, by devotion, by praise. It claims our wor
ship, It demands our obedience to Its laws; for, when 
we cooperate with It, all goes well; when we repudiate 
It and endeavor to go entirely on our own impulses 
and resources, we take tumble after tumble until we 
are bruised in mind and heart, as well as body. 

We need then to set our goal high and clear before 
us: we are to consecrate these Powers of manifestation 
to the Christ within our own hearts that He may find 
His path made clean and His way plain as he knocks 
at the door of our formal lives for the purpose of 
relieving us of ignorance, helplessness and stupidity, 
and letting His Light so shine that all the Powers given 
us for the reproduction of His glory may be con
sciously used in His Name. 
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T H E A P P L I C A T I O N 

The movement or activity of these Powers is here 
conceived as an established process by means of which 
ideas are brought into manifestation, just as there is 
an established process by means of which seeds germin
ate, spring upward, break the earth, and arise as inde
pendent plants. Much attention has been given to 
Faith by our great religious teachers, and Love has 
had its ardent advocates. What the relation between 
the two might be has been glossed over, perhaps not 
even stirring inquiry. The writer desires to again em
phasize the fact that one Power follows the other "as 
the night the day," and that the cycle cannot be 
broken, whether imperfectly and unconsciously, or 
wholly and consciously obeyed. 

Man is the only creature consciously exercising 
Power over himself or others, over large or small 
bodies of matter, or in the world of ideas. He is able 
to use his body or his mind and to reinforce his efforts 
with his emotions. In such exercise of his gifts he has 
had great joy and is, at this writing, waking up to the 
fact that he must devote his abilities to righteousness 
if he is to have a comfortable world. But the steps by 
which his mind moves are unfamiliar; they have been 
heretofore uncharted. 

Assuming that this conception of mental processes 
is valid, a particular desire, say the starting of a busi
ness, would follow these lines: the idea would present 
itself, not once but several times and the thinker would 
at last feel himself impelled to move, to do something 
about it to direct his activities toward its accomplish
ment (Faith). He would go over the details of the 
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scheme, making notes of its strong points and convinc
ing himself that it was sound and would stand the test 
of time (Strength). His thinking becoming more co
ordinated and clear, he would discard all weakening 
elements or considerations, discern the best methods, 
balance the pros and cons, and clarify his judgment 
(Wisdom). 

When the idea is stripped of complications, when it 
becomes vivid and sparkling in thought and is urgent 
in its demands, the mind is readily caught and filled 
by it and we say "He is in love with his idea, and knows 
nothing else," just as we say of a young lover, "He is 
absorbed by her and thinks of no other person." This 
is the Power of unification (Love) without which 
there will be no expression, no outreaching, no achieve
ment. 

With the entering of the streams of Love into the 
thought, there comes a great sense of Power to achieve, 
to do the thing in hand, to "make things go" (Power), 
and definite movement toward the desired end stirs 
within the thinker. But he must have a fair image of 
his design: he must conceive it in well outlined form, 
clear detail, brilliant combination of all the necessary 
elements or factors: he must "see it in his mind's eye" 
(Imagination). When that stage of clarity is attained, 
the mind becomes decisive; it acts in accordance with 
the Faith that is in it, and outward steps toward the 
final achievement are taken (Will). Right here a 
curious breaking up of the idea will take place, fol
lowed at once by a more curious synthesizing of its 
parts, for at this point it is necessary to see the whole 
thing—all of its parts, in right relation, one to another 
(Understanding). Without this grasp of relations, 
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many mistakes will be made, for a clear view of the 
whole proposition will be lacking, and a man will 
emphasize weak spots or over-emphasize the stronger 
aspects of his proposition, in either case weakening his 
business position. 

It appears that, up to this point, all the steps have 
been only preparation for the sudden outbreak of 
energy the scheme will manifest for it is here that it 
begins to grow, to unfold, to develop itself from within 
itself (Order), and to be laying the last rungs of the 
ladder up which it must climb. Any one who has 
nursed a proposition in the business world, a musical 
composition in his heart, a statue in his mind, knows 
well the point in its development at which it actually 
appears to have stirring forces within it and to hold 
out hope of ultimately coming alive! Enthusiasm 
wakes up (Zeal) and hope rides high, for the energy 
in and back of the plan seems about to break bounds 
and to loose itself into the world. The next step is 
sometimes quite difficult to take for the reason that 
absorption in the idea has prevented recognition of 
certain limitations or bondages which may prevent 
final release into the manifest world, but the thinker 
will have to settle within himself whether the birth 
is going to be worth the cost in discards, perhaps a 
piled high scrap heap of older forms, established con
ventions, family notions, or local prejudice—whether 
he is willing to stand by his idea and get it into the 
world, or whether the cost appears to be too great. If 
it is a really vital idea with which he is working, free
dom and expansion will triumph (Elimination); but 
if it is only an orgy of wishful thinking in which he has 
been indulging, there will be only an abortion, a mis-
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carriage, and the business will collapse, the music 
remain unwritten, the statue uncarved. When the 
plan is achieved, it is hailed as a triumph of Faith (Life); 
when it fails, the thinker has permitted the Judas 
Iscariot in him to betray him into collapse. 

But suppose one has started a family, or is absorbed 
in plans for a poem. He feels that the family is not 
progressing, that it lacks inspiration: the children are 
not doing well in school and the wife is not quite 
happy. He would like to do something about it—but 
what? He is convinced that families are sound institu
tions, and that poems are required for the cheering of 
mankind. In the case of the family, he believes that 
a change for the summer will be wise: in the case of 
the poem, the writer needs a word, a rhyme, a touch 
of beauty in his thought. There must be a way to pro
vide the vacation, to find the poetic fulfillment. Faith 
again is stirring, and if strengthened by sustained in
terest, will develop Wisdom, Love, and all the suc
ceeding steps in due order. If, however the thinker 
feels that his Faith is already in good working order, 
but that his prospects of realizing his dreams are al
together too slim to be encouraging, he would do well 
to remind himself that under the divine Order of 
unfolding or evolving "something will turn up," and 
his way will be made plain. Again, Faith would be 
the starting point—Faith in the divine Order under 
which life is a process of evolution, unfailing in its 
procedure, and dependable in its results. For if the 
Faith is set upon the thought of the care and the Love 
of God, unexpected ways can appear, and the perfect 
vacation, the beautiful poem can and will materialize. 

As a rule, these steps are not consciously taken, but 
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they may be. And as man's special work on earth ap
pears to be the development and utilization of con
sciousness, we will do well to observe ourselves in the 
use of these Powers given us in addition to our in
stincts—Powers which have enabled man to far out
strip the consciousness of the animals, and will un
doubtedly enable him to far outstrip his present 
achievements when he learns how to use his gifts to 
attain true progress. For it appears that man must 
cultivate his Powers, must find and use his soul and 
all that soul implies: he must become able to take 
dominion over himself as he has been attaining do
minion over the world of things about him. His 
efforts have been largely expended on the world out
side himself: will not awareness of tremendous Powers 
within himself stir him to deeper thinking about his 
own spiritual constitution, and the necessity for fur
ther discovery within himself? 

One may begin at any point in the established order 
of the Powers, as with Love, or with Elimination. But 
the process would remain the same as if one deliber
ately began with the Power of Faith. The steps would 
be from Faith to Strength to "Wisdom and to Love 
whether the end sought was the gaining of Under
standing, or the capture of a new idea in dressmaking. 
The point to be kept clearly in mind is this: we are 
dealing with an order of procedure to which there are 
no exceptions. 

No doubt it is this invariable system which has held 
the idea of man's powers before him during the past 
centuries, and he now greatly needs to contemplate 
one or two conceptions which convey the thought of 
inevitability not as fate, but as steadfastness. He is a 
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small creature, jumpy in his apprehension, and un
steady in his thought. With the conviction that his 
mind will go through certain processes no matter 
where he may fancy he begins, he will develop a 
steadfastness and Strength which will greatly aid him 
to walk the High Way of Meditation and Contempla
tion—the most important disciplines he can now 
undertake. 
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OUTLINES FOR STUDY OR FOR 
MEDITATION 

These outlines follow a plan which is in agreement 
with the practice of metaphysicians in clearing their 
minds of discordant thought before attempting to 
enter the Secret Place in their own hearts. Students 
are taught that it is necessary to "deny" or "reject" 
certain types of thinking and to definitely adopt cer
tain preferred ideas, thoughts, streams of consciousness 
and intentions. It is merely a clearing of the garden 
bed of useless roots and twigs before the new seed is 
planted; and, while the mind does not clear as 
thoroughly or easily as the garden bed, persistence in 
the effort to control thought brings prompt and 
wholly advantageous results. 

The reader will note that these summaries are based 
upon this plan: 

1 — Rid the mind of prejudices accumulated dur
ing the years. 

2 — Think of the Power under consideration from 
a new point of view. 

3 — Become open to observation of the inner self 
in relation to the Power under study. 

4 — Encourage the mind to flow out in wide circles 
while seeking knowledge of God. 

Although the writer knows that not all students 
work with outlined meditations these summaries will 
enable the teacher who is prepared to give close atten
tion to the preceding chapters to form a thoughtful 
and penetrating lesson on the subject; or the med
itator to follow a plan for his silent periods which will 
be productive of clearly defined results. 
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F A I T H 

FAITH does not consist in complete acceptance of a 
creed, dogma, or authority; does not relate only 
to God; is not necessarily unquestioning or blind. 

FAITH should be thought of as a mental instrument; 
a faculty capable of development; a Power to 
direct or assume Power over the life. 

FAITH as experience proves that man desires; hopes; 
makes efforts to achieve his desires. 

FAITH in the Mind of God is His apparent purpose 
in Creation, together with His Power to move 
in the direction desired and to achieve the fulfill
ment of that purpose. 

FAITH in the Mind of God is an idea of direction, 
control. 

FAITH in man is his Power to select his pathway, to 
walk in it, and to attain his goal. 
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S T R E N G T H 

STRENGTH is not necessarily ability to push or pull; 
it is not proven by fighting energy; material 
wealth is not an indication of real strength. 

STRENGTH is best indicated by sustained force; by 
intensity and vigor; by maintained supply of 
things needful. 

STRENGTH is known to the student as his own 
ability to persist or endure; his capacity for in
tense and maintained activity; his willingness to 
press forward on a given course. 

STRENGTH in the Mind of God is His unlimited 
Power to sustain the activity of Creation; the 
continued movement and unfolding of Creation; 
the constant supply of all things required for the 
development of the plan. 

STRENGTH in the Mind of God is an idea of en
durance, continuity. 

STRENGTH in man is his ability to hold to his se
lected course, sustain his own efforts. 
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W I S D O M 

WISDOM does not consist in using all knowledge for 
personal ends; does not consist in the accumula
tion of facts, ideas, or things; nor is its main 
purpose provision against future contingencies. 

WISDOM consists in the advantageous use of knowl
edge; in the ability to perceive and utilize ac
curacy, rightness, precision; in a quick and pre
cise rejection of unrighteousness in favor of right 
balance, right action, "an understanding heart." 

WISDOM is the Power to discern real values, real and 
continuing interests. It indicates the ways to 
adapt means to ends. It produces efficient fore
sight by immediate correctness of observation 
and conclusion. 

WISDOM in the Mind of God is His precise discrim
ination, discernment of outcome, His infallible 
judgment of the present and the future. His im
mediate and right use of all available means for 
the achievement of His ends is constant, inflexi
ble, successful. He is the "Providence" working 
good to and for all men, the Resource inexhaust
ible, eternal, and wholly right. 

WISDOM in the Mind of God is an idea of choice. 

WISDOM in man is the ability to discern rightness, 
accuracy, balance, judgment. 
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L O V E 

LOVE is different from and more than affection or 
attachment; it does not necessarily find its best 
expression in kindly feelings toward others, nor 
does it achieve its loftiest forms in self-sacrifice. 
It is not merely an emotion, nor only a sentiment. 

LOVE is a Power which both gives out and attracts; 
it diffuses itself, and expands. It is an impulse 
which demands completion and therefore leads to 
expression. 

LOVE is commonly said to be the impulse toward 
giving and toward winning; it is the origin of 
search for the one right idea, the one right per
son which will satisfy; it is the urge which drives 
the individual to seek expression, self-satisfaction. 

LOVE should be considered as a law of giving and 
receiving. It is the principle or law which unifies 
the great variety of interests and activities in 
Creation into a whole; it is the energy which 
brings forth, produces. 

"LOVE in Divine Mind, is an idea of unity." Charles 
Fillmore. 

LOVE in man is the Power to unite oneself with per
son, place or object and to become one with it. 
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P O W E R 

POWER is not merely a mental or physical driving 
force. Its exercise is not confined to physical or 
mental authority; its expression is not spasmodic 
or irregular. 

POWER is latent capacity for motion; an unexpressed 
capacity for achievement, completion; it is al
ways present, always unremitting. 

POWER is astir in the individual who is impelled 
mentally or physically toward action; it demands 
the exercise of all the faculties and functions of 
the human being; it begets an instinctive respect 
and admiration for great force, great magnitude, 
great volume. 

POWER enables the Creator to sustain Creation 
without pause; in God, Power acts of itself, with
out compulsion; the activities of the Creator are 
continuous, varied and immediate. 

POWER in the Mind of God, is an idea of motion. 

POWER in man is the ability to initiate, to start things. 

V 
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I M A G I N A T I O N 

IMAGINATION is not mere fancy; nor is it a vain 
ability to picture or create fantasies without re
lation to life; it is not necessarily unreasonable, 
nor does it always produce idols and other types 
of stupidity. 

IMAGINATION is the ability to conceive (draw to
gether), to inspire the mind with a sense of new
ness. It is the mind's exercise in foreseeing results 
in material form. It is the gift with which man 
combines separated bits of information or feeling 
into wholes and brings forth formed ideas, 
formed lives, policies and philosophies. 

IMAGINATION reveals that a thought planted in 
mind is like a seed. It is an inner Power which 
brings vague ideas of future matters into clear 
outlines—an invisible process of gathering to
gether which takes place on the inner side of life 
before a conception can be born. 

IMAGINATION is God's Power to conceive form in 
infinite variety; to bring such conceptions to the 
birth; to combine conceived forms into new and 
different forms and so fill the world with shapes 
and materials adapted to His own purposes. 

IMAGINATION in the Mind of God is an idea of 

form. 

IMAGINATION in man is the Power to exercise, 
control and achieve conception. 
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W I L L 

WILL and determination are not the same, nor does 
the ability to repress oneself or others indicate 
"a strong will." 

WILL is the ability to decide; to move directly in 
line with the decision, to enforce the decision and 
become possessed of it. 

WILL is man's tool with which he determines, seizes 
upon and struggles toward a selected goal. He 
longs for Power to enforce his decisions and con
stantly endeavors to control his own life and the 
lives of others by means of his decisions. 

WILL is God's Power to maintain His own course 
through eternity. It is His Power to enforce His 
own decisions. His decisions are always imper
sonal, untrammeled by individual demands, cre
ative, and successful. 

WILL in the mind of God is an idea of decisive action. 

WILL in man is the Power to act decisively. 
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U N D E R S T A N D I N G 

UNDERSTANDING is more than and different from 
a knowledge of facts. It does not necessarily go 
along with or follow obedience; nor can the in
tellect of itself be counted upon to produce it. 

UNDERSTANDING both springs from and produces 
an inner feeling for right relations; it is ability to 
lay hold of right relationships and utilize them; 
it is the Power to grasp the essentially right rela
tions which should exist between all objects and 
mental states upon this earth. 

UNDERSTANDING prompts man to investigate his 
world, its nature and purpose, for he is able to 
enter into, to feel, to sympathize with all persons, 
conditions and circumstances around him; and 
he is able to bring both accustomed and unusual 
details into successful combination in proportion 
to his perception of intrinsically right relations. 

UNDERSTANDING in God is His constant Power 
to estimate meanings, significances, and values 
correctly. And He is invariably successful be
cause of His invariable Tightness of perception 
and conception. 

UNDERSTANDING in the mind of God is an idea 
of Tightness. 

UNDERSTANDING in man is his ability to con
ceive and perceive right relationships. 
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O R D E R 

ORDER is not only a determined arrangement; nor 
is it best illustrated by conformity to conventions 
or local habits of mind. It is not only manifest 
in regulated thinking and living according to in
struction from leaders or authorities outside the 
individual. It is more than placing of objects or 
men; it is not a mere plan. 

ORDER is the ability to perceive system, method, 
technique. It is the ability to grasp and utilize 
system and method. It is the impulse to find and 
live by a rule. 

ORDER is the basis for man's search for definite ar
rangements; for his ability to observe established 
and correct succession as in the heavens; to 
formulate and describe the sciences, and to move 
from one point of progress to the next. 

ORDER is God's system in Creation, "the , star's in 
their courses," the regularity of seasons, the un
failing processes by which seed becomes plant, 
leaf, blossom and seed. He moves matter, ad
justs conditions, develops events, one leading to 
the other, according to His own plan; and the 
apparent goal of all His activities is obedience to 
the command, "Come unto me." 

ORDER in the Mind of God is an idea of harmonious 
progress, evolution. 

ORDER in man is his ability to perceive and cooperate 
with the law of growth. 
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Z E A L 

ZEAL should not be confounded with ambition. It 
does not produce the best results when devoted 
to personal ends; nor does it bring satisfaction 
when devoted only to dogmas, opinions, groups 
or leaders. 

ZEAL is the fire that stirs into action, to work; it is 
the ability to gain distinction through concen
trated effort; the ability to express enthusiasm, 
fire from heaven. 

ZEAL is man's capacity for vivacious, keen, and sus
tained interest. He instinctively desires to main
tain such lively interest and is therefore capable 
of receiving and giving inspiration. 

ZEAL is God's unremitting and intense activity. It is 
the movement, the dash, the perpetuation of the 
Life of God or Spirit; and Spirit is forever press
ing toward greater freedom of expression in a 
world of matter causing the old to disappear and 
the new to present itself. 

ZEAL in the Mind of God is an idea of an unbroken 
flow of life, unremitting activity. 

ZEAL in man is his Power to receive and express 
inspiration. 
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E L I M I N A T I O N 

ELIMINATION or Renunciation should not be con
fined to "the goods of life" in the mistaken belief 
that God demands that man surfer. Renuncia
tion of the physical body should not be the goal 
of discipline, but elimination of falsity, ignorance 
and fear. Christ did not teach that Life is an 
evil, but evil thinking about Life is an error that 
must be cut off. To renounce the world is not 
necessarily to leave it, but to control one's rela
tions to it. 

ELIMINATION is man's power to cast off or free 
himself from those useless cells, forms, or tradi
tions which prevent newness from achieving ex
pression. It is the ability to renounce or get away 
from pain, sickness, sin, and the fear of death. It 
is Power to reject, deny, or escape from all states 
of consciousness which appear to act as a re
straint on the activity of the Christ. 

ELIMINATION is the movement in the soul of man 
which causes him to try to free himself from all 
that vexes him, disappoints, or defeats him. He 
seeks to accomplish such Elimination by govern
mental, political, and religious authority, or by 
magic, prayer, or invention. Civilization has 
eliminated many of man's distresses; and the cul
tured man endeavors to free his mind and heart 
by casting off his ignorance, narrowness of mind, 
and limited opportunity for observation: he 
studies, travels, reaches out into the world: he 
eliminates his current conditions that new states 
of mind may arise. 
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ELIMINATION is God's Power to overcome all ob
stacles and win every battle, to be victorious in 
every endeavor, to govern all forms. In His own 
time, He eliminates all obstructions to His com
plete expression of His design; He molds His 
world according to His plan, eliminating all ob
scurities, contradictions or weaknesses. 

ELIMINATION in the Mind of God is an idea of 
untrammeled freedom. 

ELIMINATION in man is his ability to renounce, 
deny, reject, or cast off all that appears contrary 
to the goodness of God. 
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L I F E 

LIFE, the strong and never ceasing currents of activity 
which move in, upon, and through all Creation, 
is much more than a mere difference between 
the organic and the inorganic. Accepting the 
definition previously given: "Life, in the mind 
of God, is an idea of activity," we can apply the 
word to any object or state which is active in 
any degree. And this is necessary if we are to 
understand Life as the final triumph of the Cre
ative Spirit in its work of inducing, refining, mul
tiplying and controlling motion. On the human 
level it is expressed in physical and mental con
sciousness, as one of its modes, but only one. Life 
may reach its most complete expression through 
man, but its paths are innumerable, its methods 
multitudinous. 

LIFE can well be thought of as that unseen and con
tinuing energy which combines and exercises all 
Powers in the individual, whatever its class or 
development may be. It is the invisible energy 
which drives the creative forces into expression, 
in the mineral as various combinations of ele
ments, in the vegetable as active increase in size 
and fertility, in the animal as the power of fine 
motion, in the human as desire, emotion, thought. 
And being the synthesis of all Powers required for 
manifestation, it produces suitable bodies for it
self and uses such bodies for its own purposes. 

LIFE is discernible on every hand, once the general 
definition given above is accepted. Man appears 
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to be able to interfere with its flow as far as any 
particular body is concerned, but he has, at pres
ent, no way of knowing whether life activity has 
been really checked, or merely diverted into 
other channels. And man has not, in spite of all 
his efforts, yet been able to originate that special 
kind of activity which is the ground work of all 
Creation. It is an indisputable fact, and man is 
wisest when he studies and agrees with its streams, 
which tend to beauty and order. Life is a con
stant movement throughout Creation, continu
ing at all times without reference to individual 
desires, claims, or aspiration. It IS. Activity, 
birth, achievement—these appear to be the goal 
of all earthly movement and desire, whether on 
the level of the mineral world, plant life, animal 
movements, or the thought of man. 

LIFE constantly presses upon man for expression, 
driving him to action, to thought, to reason, into 
experience, and to seeking the way of the stars in 
heaven. And man learns through trial and error 
that there is a right way to think, to act, to live: 
the Creative Spirit forever drives him onward 
and upward, for LIFE demands obedience to its 
own highest law, and will not be denied. The 
bud on the bush is stirred from within and breaks 
itself open into the blossom. The child in the 
womb grows, develops, at last reaches a point at 
which it renounces its warm, dark home and 
breaks out into the human world. An idea in 
mind, vague and unformed, will reach a stage at 
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which its outlines become clear, and it achieves 
birth—as a dinner, a dress, a book, a govern
ment, a philosophy. The final human height is 
conquered when birth takes place, when entry 
into form is achieved—as a body, a speech, a 
statue, a piece of music, or a scheme of thought. 
The process is the same in every case. For Spirit, 
Creative Energy, is everywhere present, every
where active, everywhere developing, evolving 
matter into improved forms, producing higher 
levels of thought, ethics, religion. The Great Im
pulse is always at work notwithstanding our 
tendency to think in narrow terms. 
Surely we can now shake ourselves free from the 
limitations of our past history, and grasp ideas 
which are broad, fluid, and applicable to all con
ditions of human experience. This end appears 
to be the goal before the Holy Spirit—and to that 
end man is now being impelled by the great neces
sities produced by his failure to lift up his head 
and his heart and gaze frankly, with Love, at the 
tremendous panorama of Life, livingness, God, 
Spirit, Creative Energy everywhere visible, and 
so unite himself with great currents that all little
ness and shame may be washed away. 

LIFE in the Mind of God is an idea of activity. 
Charles Fillmore 

LIFE in man is his increasing consciousness of his 
world, his inner activities, the forces and move
ments about him. It is his Power to express the 
eternal activity of God. 
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Appendix 

THE TWELVE DISCIPLES 

Since current metaphysics often refer to the 
Twelve Powers of Man in connection with the Dis
ciples of Jesus the following notes may be of interest 
to the speculative mind as well as to those who seek 
all confirmation in the Bible. 

The Gospels offer three different lists of the Dis
ciples, that followed in this study being the one sup
plied by Luke. 
Matthew 10:2 Mark 3:13 Luke 6:14 
Peter Peter Simon 
Andrew James, son of Zebedee Andrew 
James, son of Zebedee John James 
John Andrew John 
Philip Philip Philip 
Bartholomew Bartholomew Bartholomew 
Thomas . Matthew Matthew 
Matthew Thomas Thomas 
James, son of Alphaeus James, son of Alphaeus James, son of Alphaeus 
Thaddeus, Thaddeus Simon the Zealot 
Simon the Canaanite Simon the Canaanite Judas, brother of James 
Judas Iscariot Judas Iscariot Judas Iscariot 

The lives of these men have never been certainly 
revealed to posterity, the accounts which have reached 
us being of quite uncertain value. They were mar
tyred or disappeared, and such accounts as are avail
able give more details of wonders performed than of 
historical importance. John is said to have lived many 
years on the Isle of Patmos, but even that is not satis
factorily established. 

It was the habit of the Israelites to give their chil
dren names which expressed either a parental desire in 
connection with the child, or to commemorate some 
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event in their own lives. The meanings of the names 
of the Disciples throw a good deal of light on an in
terpretation of their value as Powers in the life of 
Jesus Christ. Definitions of all names in the Bible have 
been edited over and over again: the following are 
taken from a Dictionary of Bible Proper Names com
piled by Cyrus A. Potts, at one time published by the 
Methodist Book Concern, but now out of .print. 
Checked with Young's Concordance, Hastings' Bible 
Dictionary, and other authorities, these appear to be 
correct. 

Peter—a stone; a piece of rock 
Andrew—manly; strong 
James, son of Zebedee—he held the heel; supplanter 

Zebedee—gift of God; dowry; abundant portion 
John—gift of God; grace; dove 
Philip—lover of horses; warlike 
Bartholomew—a furrow; that suspends the water 
Matthew—gift of God 
Thomas—twin; depth without bottom 
James, son of Alphaeus, as above 

Alphaeus—compensation of God; exchange 
Simon the Zealot—hearing graciously; obeying 
Thaddeus—praising; confessing; courageous 
Judas—praise; confession 

If it appears to be difficult to connect the Powers 
as suggested in the preceding pages with the meanings 
of the names as given above, perhaps a few words of 
explanation will be useful. 

The name of him who became Peter was, at first, 
Simon; and he listened graciously to the teachings of 
Jesus, becoming so alert to the importance of the 
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words he heard that he could say, when Jesus ques
tioned the Disciples: "Thou art the Christ, the Son 
of the living God." It was because of his penetration 
and his eagerness that he became the rock on which 
the true life is founded, the symbol of Faith in man, 
and the example of wavering Faith becoming firm 
which helps the student to feel that he, too, can win 
out and become established in the truth he sees. 

It was Andrew who first found Jesus, and was so 
impressed he took his brother, Simon, to see the new 
teacher; he was manly enough to follow up an inner 
leading, and strong enough to take his place in the 
group although he never became conspicuous in it. 
As a Power, Strength does not attract much atten
tion; but if it is not present, we become keenly aware 
of the lack. 

James, the son of Zebedee, bears a name which 
carries the student back to the story of Jacob and 
Esau which, to the metaphysical interpreter of the 
Bible conveys the necessity of higher forms of life 
supplanting lower, as Jacob, the more intelligent and 
mentally developed man "got ahead" of Esau in later 
life although he had to "hold the heel" of the older 
brother at birth. Unless the higher types of man 
overcame the inferior, the race would remain in its 
primitive condition. And as Jacob was the first James, 
he showed the way by which those of instincts like 
his own could and should surpass the more earthy 
brother. This James, the son of Zebedee, has risen to 
a perception of the Christ and leaves his former as
sociates for the sake of being with the Leader. He has 
risen above, supplanted, his past, although the father's 
name indicates that the past was by no means insigni-
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ficant. James, however, goes beyond being merely "the 
gift of God; dowry; abundant portion" and becomes 
so closely bound up with the life of the Master that 
he attended Him in all His greater miracles and ex
periences. Wisdom is necessary at all stages of develop
ment; and James was always at hand. 

John, "gift of God; grace; a dove," the Disciple 
whom Jesus loved, justified the name given him by 
his parents by his love for the Master and the Master's 
appreciation of the tender and understanding heart 
at His side. The doctrine of Love, so emphasized by 
John in his gospel and epistles, is the rock on which 
Christianity is intended to be erected; without Love, 
this teaching, or any other, is arid and uninspiring. 

Horses suggest animation, strength, ability to reach 
a goal, to start a movement and to carry it through. 
Philip, "a lover of horses," was the most conspicuous 
Disciple at the time of the feeding of the five thousand; 
and he it was who demanded to be shown the Father. • 
Energy moved in him with so much vigor that he 
necessarily was involved in the care of that great mul
titude; and because of the urge in him to accomplish 
results, he it was who required to be shown the object 
of his labors; he needed to see the Father. 

An unploughed field presents a surface on which 
no purpose has been registered; but the field marked 
by furrows plainly tells the world that ideas are active 
in connection with it, that it will produce a crop. 
Bartholomew, meaning "A furrow; that suspends the 
water" is the Disciple representing the Power of Im
agination—that peculiarly human gift by means of 
which men see forms before they are manifest, and 
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hold their minds suspended to a purpose as water is 
held to its course in an irrigation ditch. 

Matthew, "gift of God," is the publican collecting 
taxes of all interests entering the life, acting as the 
judge of what shall enter the thought and what shall 
not. He will act according to the government behind 
him, admitting the trifling, if the individual tends to 
be small and insignificant; or, admitting the important 
when the government, the individual, has set his stand
ards high and requires the best in his consciousness. 

Thomas has earned a somewhat unpleasant reputa
tion through the centuries because he demanded to 
be shown signs by which he could identify the Christ. 
He took a stand which has led to the present-day re
quirement that Truth teachers should be proof of 
their doctrines, and that a teaching must be workable 
if it is to be accepted. We have passed beyond the 
place where we accepted statements merely because 
they were given us by friends or by those in "author
ity." "We ask for proof that the doctrines are sound, 
that the instructions will bring results; we seek under
standing of all things, for only with Understanding will 
the various factors in a proposition, in life, fall into 
right places and make a perfect pattern. He is said 
to have been a brother of Matthew, a "twin." And 
Jesus made it sufficiently clear that Will to do the 
Will brings knowledge of the doctrine. Also, Thomas 
brings with him an increasing sense of the profundity 
of the teaching for there appears to be no bottom to 
its depths. The more one studies, the more one ex
plores, the greater the beauty, the wider the expanse, 
the deeper the truth. Without Thomas, the mind 
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would stop at personal judging: the taxgatherer would 
rule: but with Thomas, the taxgatherer takes his right 
place in the scheme of development, and leads the 
student to the bottom of that well in which Truth lies. 

The son of Alphaeus, James, who represents Order 
among the Disciples, brings in an entirely new element: 
while the preceding Powers have prepared the way 
and opened the road, with the coming of James a 
static condition is left behind for an outflowering of 
energy: things begin to unfold. The first eight may 
be said to have prepared the ground; the last four are 
witness to the results of preparation. Order being the 
Power of Evolution or unfoldment, this James is 
fathered by the "Compensation of God; exchange"; 
and the more composed states of preparation are suc
ceeded by definite signs of movement, outpouring, 
progress, unfolding. 

The Zealots were a political group organized to 
crush out all persons not in complete sympathy with 
what they considered the ideals of Israel. They carried 
daggers and made short work of their opponents. But 
this man, true to his name Simon, "hearing gra
ciously," listened to the Christ and, like Paul, trans
ferred his Zeal to a new level, a new cause. His is a 
mission of inspiration, fire, enthusiasm. His best work 
is accomplished when all the preceding Powers have 
been held firmly on the path toward God, and the 
soul zealous for the Lord in the fullest sense will shine 
and glow with His glory. 

Thaddeus is a fugitive sort of power, his work be
ing always a freeing from bonds—a state of affairs best 
achieved by praise notwithstanding the fact that the 
majority of the persons one meets are convinced that 
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freedom depends upon a free use of an ax. Whatever 
one confesses to, acknowledges, is being praised by MI. I I 
confession or acknowledgment, and courage is re
quired to carry through. Confessing or acknowlrdg 
ing God and His love frees one from the rest rit n<>n 
of the devil and hatred; acknowledging the powci "I 
evil cuts one off from the whole activity of our gl SI 
cious and opulent Father. Our acts of fealty to the 
good or to the bad free us from the one or the otlu • 
according to our choice. Renunciation is inevitable, 
and we need to be very particular as to what wc 11 
nounce. This we have come to know in recent yen 
and therefore we are to direct our Thaddeus Powei ol 
Elimination to freeing ourselves from all types ol error, 
that we may acknowledge the One Creative I 
and so acknowledging only Him, find our lives devi lop 
ing in peace and in joy. 

It is a noticeable fact in the life of Judas Iscariot t li.u 
although he betrayed the Christ into physical su 11 e ri n 
he could not betray Him into spiritual extinction 
There are always two sides to every person, every irgU 
ment, every fact in life, as an inside and an outsidi \ in 
upper and a lower: in the Power of Life itself then il 
always present the possibility of immense heigh is "I 
beauty, and appalling depths of degradation. It is h>i 
the student to know this and govern his think i 11 
cordingly so that he will make right choice of ai 
methods, and so escape that betrayal of himself b \ bun 
self which drives a man to an effort at self-effao Oil tit, 
to such betrayal of his real nature as will cause so nun b 
physical and mental suffering that at times it seen r. r. il 
the very Spirit itself were extinguished. When 11 < 
free from Judas Iscariot and know only that <>ihn 

.11 
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Judas (John 14:22) to whom the Christ revealed Him
self while at the same time He did not reveal Himself 
unto the world, we shall spring into the free expression 
of the pure life of God and go royally forward on the 
path of attainment. The betrayer is always at hand, 
but so is the Christ. Life appears tricky if one does not 
know anything of its unfailing, eternal nature: once 
such knowledge is acquired, the search becomes one 
for full expression of the Christ Life and Judas Iscariot 
passes out of consciousness as he did before the resur
rection of the Christ. 

For God gave us not a spirit of fearfulness; but of 
power and love and discipline. II Ti. 1:7 
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